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Abstract
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) recently emerged to overcome the difficulty of net-
work control by decoupling the control plane from the data plane. In terms of the wireless
medium and mobile devices, although new challenges are introduced into SDN research,
SDN promises to address many inherited problems in wireless communication networks.
However, centralised SDN control brings concerns of scalability, reliability, and robust-
ness especially for wireless networks. Considering these concerns, the use of physically
distributed SDN controllers has been recognized as an effective solution. Nevertheless,
it remains a challenge in regard to how the physically distributed controllers effectively
communicate to form a logically centralised network control plane.
Dissemination is a type of one-to-many communication service which plays an impor-
tant role in control information exchange. This research focuses on the strategic packet
forwarding for more efficient multi-hop communications in software-defined wireless net-
works. The research aim is to improve the delivery efficiency by exploiting the delay
budget and node mobility. To achieve this objective, existing multi-hop forwarding
methods and dissemination schemes in wireless networks are investigated and analysed.
In the literature, information from the navigation system of mobile nodes has been
utilised to identify candidate relay nodes. However, further studies are required to utilise
partially predictable mobility based on more generalised navigational information such
as the movement direction. In this research, the feasible exploitation of directional move-
ment in path-unconstrained mobility is investigated for efficient multi-hop communica-
tions. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme outperforms the state-of-the-art
because directional correlation of node movement is considered to dynamically exploit
the delay budget for better selection of the relay node(s).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) recently emerged to overcome the difficulty of net-
work control by decoupling the control plane from the data plane [HAG16]. Mean-
while, future networks will become increasingly heterogeneous, interconnecting users
and applications over networks ranging from wired, infrastructure-based wireless net-
works (e.g., Wireless Cellular Networks (WCNs), Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs)), to
infrastructure-less wireless networks (e.g., Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANETs), Wire-
less Sensor Networks (WSNs)) [NMN+14]. Despite the rapid development of wired SDN,
how to apply its concept to wireless networks (especially for infrastructure-less networks)
remains an open-ended question and therefore more answers are always required.
This thesis focuses on the efficient multi-hop communications to support software-
defined infrastructure-less wireless networks. In this chapter, a brief background is
reviewed to introduce the research motivation with summarised contributions. The use-
case example is demonstrated then, followed by the structure of this thesis and a list of
publications.
1
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1.1 Research Background
Along with the fast evolution of information technologies, Internet services have now
widely penetrated into our daily lives. Further accelerated by the concept of the Inter-
net of Things (IoT), various devices are being continuously introduced into diverse
application scenarios. Ranging from home automation to environmental monitoring,
IoT promises a ubiquitous means to sense and control every object connected to the
network. Taking habitat monitoring [CEE+01] as an example, with the deployment
of numerous smart sensors/motes, close observation can be achieved remotely on the
unattended environment while actions can be taken in a timely manner by automatic
actuators. It can be predicted that the advances in monitoring systems will greatly ben-
efit ecology-related research both commercially and scientifically. However, conventional
communication networks are meanwhile increasingly challenged by the services emerg-
ing from ubiquitous computing technologies [Pos11]. In IoT contexts, many items can
be embedded with network interfaces and any of them may request to exchange data
with any other; the unprecedented interactions between devices (or so called machine-
type communication) is a critical issue to be addressed. Moreover, smooth integration is
required to efficiently transform the ‘big’ raw data into meaningful information, where
dedicated algorithms and schemes are indispensable. To finally support the interconnec-
tion of ‘anything anytime anywhere’, future networks have been envisioned to be much
more heterogeneous, versatile, and pervasive.
Within these next-generation networks, the core functionality is usually formed of a
flexible packet forwarding mechanism. Data is encapsulated into packets and then for-
warded in a hop-by-hop manner via intermediate devices called nodes. The intermediate
nodes establish a route from the source node to the destination node, where routing is
a crucial function of control to determine the route for the data traffic. Traditionally,
the forwarding behaviour is controlled by a program written into the device hardware.
However, studies have revealed that the hardware-defined approach is too rigid to meet
the increasing needs of network management and innovation [NMN+14]. As a widely-
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accepted novel paradigm, SDN effectively enhances the network flexibility by centralising
the decision intelligence into single logical entity called the controller. With SDN the
network becomes easily programmable, because details of network control are decoupled
from the device implementation and are specified by the scripts running on controller(s).
The SDN structure provides great opportunity for integration with big data related tech-
nologies, such as cloud computing, data mining and machine learning. In contrast to the
success of SDN in wired networks especially at the enterprise and data centre level, the
use of SDN in wireless networks is still controversial. So far some pioneering works have
shown that the SDN concept is equally feasible in a wireless context [HAG16], despite the
open-ended standardisation issues. In terms of the wireless medium and mobile nodes,
further research is being conducted to address the distinctive challenges of programmable
wireless networks, especially considering reliability, efficiency, and scalability.
With regard to packet forwarding in wireless networks, greater demands are placed
on adaptive forwarding strategies due to the dynamic nature of the wireless devices
and channels. Radio access networks are traditionally based on single-hop communi-
cation where the wireless devices directly communicate with network infrastructures
(such as a cellular base station or wireless router) within the immediate radio range.
For infrastructure-based radio access networks, recent SDN-related research works, such
as Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV) [NBGT17] and Mobile Edge Computing
(MEC) [MB17], mainly focus on the architecture-level resource optimisation. Mean-
while, multi-hop wireless communication [Toh01] has recently gained increasing inter-
est taking into account its ability for power-saving, traffic oﬄoading, disruption han-
dling, and extending of coverage. Equipped with self-organized communication (or called
ad hoc networking), the wireless nodes can be deployed rapidly and operated without
relying on network infrastructure. Besides typical examples such as WSNs, MANETs,
and VANETs, more advanced proposals have discussed topics including wireless oper-
ation in harsh environments (underwater [APM05] and underground [ASV09]), robotic
drones [AK04], and multimedia traffic [AMC07].
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Nevertheless, compared with infrastructure-based networks, more attention needs to
be paid to the dynamically changing infrastructure-less topology, because intermediate
forwarding is performed by the wireless devices which have limited resources and may
move freely. At the same time, a number of researchers have proved that node movement
can effectively facilitate packet forwarding [BB15]. By allowing intermittent connectivity,
the emergence of Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTN) facilitates Store-Carry-
Forward (SCF) [CS13] communication. Instead of blindly discarding data, a node may
keep a bundle of packets until it meets the destination or more suitable carrier. Taking
advantage of the encounter opportunities caused by node mobility, SCF offers a rich
research area and provides more possibilities in strategic packet forwarding.
1.2 Research Problems
As a promising IoT use-case, habitat monitoring applications [CEE+01] greatly benefit
ecology-related research both commercially and scientifically. Compared with manual
data investigation and collection, automatic monitoring based on sensor networks is
more suitable for long-term and continuous habitat studies. In Figure 1.1, an example
scenario is provided where a number of sensor nodes are deployed to cover a target field
for habitat monitoring purposes. Some of the sensor nodes (e.g. attached to animals)
are mobile while others (e.g. fixed on plants or environmental features) are stationary.
For the surveillance of animals, plants and the environment, sensor nodes collect various
information from scalar sensing data (temperature, humidity, salinity, etc.) to multime-
dia data (video, sound, images, etc.). The collected data are transmitted collaboratively
to the sink node, which connects to outside networks, and finally arrives at end monitors.
As these sensors maybe required to work for several months or years once deployed,
reconfigurations (varying from simple rules to bulk code) are usually inevitable to adapt
to the changing environment and requirements. This research considers a Software-
Defined Mobile Sensor Network (SDMSN) system where there is one sink node with a
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Figure 1.1: Habitat Monitoring Scenario
field of sensor nodes. Since the network functionality is defined by software, reconfig-
urations can be achieved more flexibly than with traditional hardware-defined systems,
which is especially beneficial for long-term operations. During the system operation, the
sink node (a central controller) may need to send updated control messages to all related
sensor nodes (local controllers) which are called control message targets in this thesis.
Specifically, we focus on the scenario where control messages are less delay-sensitive
(e.g. a general instruction given like ‘sending data to which kinds of node’ instead of
specifying ‘sending data to which node’). Such partially distributed SDN control frame-
works (i.e. with local controllers) have been discussed in the literature of wireless SDN
research [HAG16], which can be envisioned as a development of future wireless networks.
The overall research problem is formulated as how a central controller (i.e. the
sink node, which is stationary) can efficiently deliver control messages to some of the
local controllers (sensor nodes) over a network consisting of stationary nodes and mobile
nodes. In this thesis, the research focus is on the strategic forwarding to facilitate
efficient dissemination of delay-tolerant information. Instead of immediate delivery to
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the mobile destination, control packets can be forwarded to a stationary relay in advance,
waiting for later delivery when the destination node is directly contactable. For the
habitat monitoring applications, the control information distribution can possibly be
pre-planned, minutes or even hours ahead of scheduled updates (e.g. ecologists need
more/less detailed data after a certain time), which provides a delivery delay budget.
Considering that the radio power consumption is usually much higher than other energy
expenditure [ASSC02], this strategic forwarding has the potential to bring dissemination
efficiency gains by exploiting the possible delay budget.
This thesis mainly focuses on a specific scenario where there are a number of fixed
grid nodes and a number of mobile nodes. Such a research scenario is motivated by
the fact that habitat monitoring applications commonly deploy numerous sensors over
a large area, as suggested in [CEE+01]. Although animals do not always keep moving,
many of them spend a lot of time moving between points of interest (such as water holes),
which provides the same mobility to their attached sensors. The maintenance of these
sensors should be minimised after deployment, as animals are supposed to live freely
without disturbance. In contrast, the sensors deployed on stationary objects (e.g. fixed
to trees) can be less restricted (e.g. size/weight) and are more accessible for maintenance.
It is therefore necessary to leverage the contact opportunities between such mobile and
stationary sensors for the benefit of overall monitoring system operations.
Given the movement trajectory reported by destination nodes (e.g. the vehicular
navigation system), it has been shown to be feasible (see [NF16] and [CYY16]) to find a
better forwarding route (usually employing fewer hops) by devising a suitable forwarding
strategy by exploiting the delivery delay budget. However, habitat monitoring applica-
tions place high demand on deploying devices (attached or implanted) to animals, so
the movement trajectory of these mobile nodes becomes less possible to be precisely pre-
dicted for relay selection. Meanwhile, animals usually move with a certain purpose (such
as foraging or migrating) and therefore their movement exhibits more-or-less predictabil-
ity. To this end, further studies are required to utilise this partially predictable mobility
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based on more generalised navigational information such as the movement direction.
Given the habitual behaviour that usually occurs in wildlife monitoring, this research
proposes to utilise directional movement in path-unconstrained mobility for the strategic
forwarding of delay-tolerant information.
1.3 Research Contributions
In the literature, multi-hop wireless communication schemes have been proposed for
efficient message delivery. However, these existing works either cannot make full use of
node mobility or can suffer from the uncertainty of node movement. Further studies are
required to utilise partially predictable mobility based on more generalised navigational
information such as the movement direction.
In this research, the feasible exploitation of directional movement in path-unconstrained1
mobility is investigated for efficient multi-hop communications, which contributes to the
following two attributes specifically:
• Contact prediction models are proposed and applied to fully utilise directional
movement in path-unconstrained mobility for efficient delivery. Constrained paths
(e.g. the roads in city) and known travel plans (e.g. reported routes from naviga-
tion systems) can help the schemes make the most of node mobility for delivery.
However, these assumptions may not stand for sensor nodes deployed in the wild,
because the movement of animals is uncontrolled and less constrained. On the
other hand, most animals do move in certain natural patterns, and therefore it
is unnecessary to adopt costly delivery schemes which treat their movement as
completely random. Nevertheless, partially predictable mobility has not been suf-
ficiently investigated. As existing schemes rely on accurate trajectories to make
delivery decisions, the unexpected movement of mobile nodes can cause perfor-
1Mobile individuals independently move in relatively unobstructed environment (such as a forest or
ocean).
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mance degradation. In the proposed scheme, the node movement is predicted as
an probabilistic range to accommodate the uncertainty of mobility prediction for
optimised relay selection.
• Delivery strategy models are proposed and discussed to dynamically exploit the
delay budget and node mobility. The exact delay requirement is widely used as
a constraint for providing delay-guaranteed delivery services. However, sometimes
it may be too costly or even impossible to deliver the message to certain roaming
nodes within the given deadline. Moreover, messages usually have different delay-
sensitivity, therefore the impact of overdue delivery varies and the decision should
be made on a case-by-case basis. Nevertheless, the effect of overdue delivery has
not been well considered in optimising the delivery strategy. As the solutions are
simply searched under a delay bound, some better options can be overlooked. In
the proposed scheme, a soft budget boundary is considered in group relay selection
to reduce the overall forwarding hops while retains suitable degree of delivery
satisfactory.
1.4 Thesis Organisation
Chapter 2 reviews the literature of SDN, WSNs, and Multi-hop Wireless Com-
munication. With the network flexibility provided by the SDN concept, WSNs can be
more adaptive to changing environmental conditions, operational circumstances or user
requirements, which is especially important for the monitoring applications in the wild.
A further review of movement modelling and exploiting suggests that the state-of-the-art
is insufficient to reasonably predict contact caused by directional movement for efficient
dissemination. Besides, a brief review of related methods about computer simulations is
provided as well.
Chapter 3 investigates the directional movement in path-unconstrained mobility and
the quantification of contact opportunities is formulated and evaluated. The directional
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movement is firstly modelled and investigated on the basis of correlated random walks. A
statistical experiment is conducted and the results reveal that predictability of directional
movement exists. Given the described contact model, an approach is proposed and shown
to be feasible to quantify contact opportunities created by the directional movement.
Chapter 4 investigates the strategic forwarding based on directional movement,
and the optimisation of delivery utility is solved and discussed. Specifically, two kinds
of dissemination cases are researched. The first case assumes that every delivery is
independent and one relay node is selected for each target node. The second case assumes
that a relay can be shared by a (sub)group of target nodes. Research issues are addressed
in both cases for the scenario where mobile nodes move with directional correlation
Chapter 5 summarises the thesis with potential future work.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter, literature concerning SDN, WSNs, multi-hop wireless communication,
and computer simulations are reviewed. Finally a summary of the literature is presented.
2.1 Software-Defined Networking (SDN)
SDN is a promising candidate technology for next generation networks [NMN+14]. SDN
provides the flexibility by defining network functionalities via software rather than hard-
ware. Although concerns exist about its feasibility and effectiveness [VN11], real-world
demonstrations have proven that SDN is a promising solution for future networks. In
this section, the SDN technology is introduced with its developments.
2.1.1 SDN Architecture
The essential idea of SDN is decoupling the network control plane from the data forward-
ing plane. As shown in Figure 2.1(a), each traditional network device is a closed system
and takes charge of both routing and data forwarding. For the SDN-enabled network in
Figure 2.1(b), the devices are simplified by clear separation between the control and data
10
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planes. The SDN controller achieves centralised control and deploys customised routing
based on an updated view of network. For the data plane, SDN-enabled routers just
perform data forwarding according to the informed routes, which are stored as entries
in the Flow Table. In this way, networking can be modified easily and dynamically.
Figure 2.1: Software-Defined Networking Concept
OpenFlow [MAB+08] is the most widely-accepted paradigm of SDN for now. Although
its authors initially promoted the deployment of OpenFlow for running experimental
protocols or architecture, OpenFlow has become a commercial standard especially in
data centres and enterprise networks [NMN+14]. Before the success of OpenFlow, many
attempts had been made to create a programmable network [FRZ14]. OpenFlow is
mainly based on Ethane [CFP+07] which can be seen as a VLAN technology from a
certain perspective [NMN+14]. OpenFlow assumes a wired networking architecture and
relies on Ethernet switches. It exploits “the fact that most modern Ethernet switches
and routers contain flow-tables” [MAB+08], to achieve a compromise between generality
and flexibility.
Under the SDN architecture, the network consists of the controller(s) and OpenFlow-
enabled switches. An OpenFlow-enabled switch (Figure 2.2) should include at least
three parts: a flow table, a secure channel, and the OpenFlow protocol. Based on the
OpenFlow protocol and a secure channel, the remote controller communicates with an
OpenFlow-enabled switch to form the control plane. The flow tables operate forwarding
physically, whilst entries are controlled by the software application. To achieve software-
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defined control, the flow table of an OpenFlow-enabled switch is manipulated by the
controller(s) via OpenFlow protocol through a secure channel. Unless otherwise stated,
the SDN research of this thesis is based on the original OpenFlow standard.
Figure 2.2: OpenFlow-Enabled Switch [MAB+08]
There are already many implementations of the SDN architecture in enterprise net-
works, such as Google data centres [JKM+13]. Meanwhile, since the proposal of Open-
Flow, much research has been conducted to complete the SDN architecture. Many
comprehensive surveys, such as [KRV+15] [XWF+15], continue to summarise and anal-
yse the recent works. The research directions include network management [KF13],
security [SHNS16], NFV [JP13] [MGT+15] [LC15], service quality [JKK12] [KSKD+12],
cloud computing [YS14], network state [PJT+14], controller placement [RRNS14] etc.
The difference of physical medium also brings more research issues, which makes apply-
ing the SDN concept into optical/wireless networks different [ASBSP14]. For example,
an overview of software-defined optical networks is provided by [EA12]. More details
about the development of wireless SDN will be provided in Section 2.1.3, as it is research
focus of this thesis.
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2.1.2 SDN Control Plane
The SDN control plane can be divided into four parts: the controller, the north inter-
face, the south interface, and an optional east/west interface. The controller is a network
operation system. The north inferface is for the network applications. The south infer-
face is for communicaiton between the controller and forwarding devices. The control
channel is called “out-of-band” if the south interface is supported by a separate dedicated
network; otherwise it is an in-band control as discussed in [LTQ12] and [HAG16]. The
east/west interface is for the controller-to-controller communication. It is worth noting
that most existing SDN architectures do not have the east/west interface as multiple
controllers are usually not required.
There are two control modes for the operation of an SDN controller such as NOX [GKP+08].
A controller passively replies to device requests if it operates in a reactive manner. How-
ever, this reactive control mode may bring large first-packet delay due to the passive
insertion of rules. By pushing rules in advance, proactive control reduces new flow delay
while increases new flow throughput. Although a controller in proactive control mode
can avoid the first-packet delay, the unpredictable link failure can also impair the per-
formance [MV15]. Responsiveness, robustness and scalability are still an critical concern
for SDN controller [NS15].
Meanwhile, the decentralisation of SDN control plane is also an important research
issue. It even has been recognised that the logically-centralised SDN controller must be
physically distributed [NMN+14], considering the scalability, reliability and robustness.
For logical decentralisation, Flowvisor [SCC+10] is a kind of proxy controller that slices
network resource for multiple controllers. Other distributed control planes are meanwhile
proposed such as Hyperflow [TG10] and Onix [KCG+10]. Although it is proved that
physical decentralisation can reduce the lookup overhead and increase the response speed,
how much decentralisation is the most efficient is still an issue [LWH+12]. To this end,
Kandoo [HYG12] proposes a hybrid mode to achieve controllable decentralisation.
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Meanwhile, physical decentralisation also brings the problem of inconsistent control-
plane data. The inconsistency happens when a controller wrongly thinks it has an
accurate view but actually it does not, which can affect the correctness of actions to
different degrees depending upon the situation. The inconsistency problem is not just
for SDN networks, but becomes increasing important with the development of SDN.
Many mechanisms and alogrithms have been proposed for correct and efficient updating
while there is still issue in this area [FSV16] [FMW16].
In this thesis, the decentralised control framework is further researched for the multi-
hop wireless networks. Because of the distributed controllers, the exchange of control
information can be infrequent and delay-tolerant, which provides the opportunity to
achieve more efficient control-plane communications.
2.1.3 SDN in Wireless Networks
Compared with increasing SDN deployment in data centres and enterprise networks, SDN
development in a wireless network settings is significantly less [HAG16]. In terms of the
wireless medium and mobile devices, although new challenges are introduced into SDN
research, SDN promises to address many inherited problems in wireless communication
networks [HAG16].
2.1.3.1 SDN in Infrastructure-Based Wireless Networks
Network infrastructures require specialized network devices to be deployed in advance
to support networking such as the base stations in WCNs or wireless routers in Wireless
Local Area Networks (WLANs). Wireless networks such as WCNs and WLANs are called
infrastructure-based wireless networks because they rely on network infrastructures. In
contrast, infrastructure-less wireless networks are networks without dedicated network
infrastructure [RMTO11].
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Adopting SDN into WCNs can reduce hardware costs while improving network flex-
ibility and manageability. For example, Bell Labs proposes software-defined cellular
networks [LMR12] to simplify the design and management of cellular data networks.
Another example is the SoftAir [AWL15] architecture for the next generation (5G) wire-
less systems. The adoption of SDN in WCNs not only enhances core network function-
ality like traffic engineering, but also empowers novel solutions for particular problems
in the radio access network such as seamless roaming [XZD+14].
For WLANs, the centralised control plane of SDN brings more effective coordination
among devices. An important trial is the Stanford OpenRoads deployment [YKU+09].
[YYK+11] proposes an architecture that can flexibly define resource requirements as
slices. For multiple access points, the concept of a lightweight virtual access point is
introduced by [SSZM+12] so that the network can be managed from a global view.
Considering gateway congestion in a mesh of routes, [YGH+14] proposes an SDN-based
load balancing solution. [DPSBM13] introduces a local controller as a backup control
mechanism in case of controller failure.
Besides, SDN naturally integrates different wireless communication technologies, which
potentially improves wireless network capacity, coverage and resource utilisation. A
systematic approach is proposed in [BMKL12] for supporting and optimising differ-
ent protocols such as 3G, 4G and WiFi. [YKS+10] [YSK+10] proposes a SDN archi-
tecture supporting seamless roaming between Long-Term Evolution (LTE), WiFi, and
WiMAX. With later attempts that adds further features such as Quality of Service
(QoS) [YLJ+13], the wireless SDN architecture is more complete.
2.1.3.2 Infrastructure-Less Wireless Network
However, whichever base stations are used in WCNs or wireless routers in WLANs, all
the aforementioned wireless networks rely on specialised network devices deployed in
advance; this kind of wireless network is called an infrastructure-based wireless network.
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While infrastructure-based wireless networks provide more stable performance and higher
capacity, these networks have their own intrinsic limitations. For example, sometimes
more infrastructures like base station have to be deployed just to provide enough signal
strength over a fixed area (e.g. some small areas covered by trees/water [LFT+12]
which can have extra interferences). In contrast, a more cost-effective way is using self-
organized communication like a MANET [Toh01]. With an infrastructure–less network,
any device can act as router while has its own tasks. This feature extends network range
and improves flexibility but also makes the situation even more complex.
Typical infrastructure-less wireless networks include WSNs, MANETs, and VANETs.
Infrastructure-less wireless networks “may form to extend the range of infrastructure-
based networks or handle episodic connectivity disruptions”, and thus “enables a vari-
ety of new applications such as cloud-based services, vehicular communication, commu-
nity services, healthcare delivery, emergency response, and environmental monitoring,
to name a few” [NMN+14].
SDN brings network flexibility to wired networks and infrastructure-based wireless
networks, which improves performance and reduces cost. In terms of infrastructure-less
wireless networks, SDN is capable of providing particular merits as well:
• The development cycle and cost of devices can be decreased as a normalised hard-
ware platform which can be adapted to different scenarios by simple software mod-
ification.
• The data transmission can be tailored to fulfil application-specific requirements,
which will maximise network lifetime while guaranteeing QoS.
• Systems can be extended easily to meet increasing needs. This extensibility is
important as the application demands may vary with interests and change over
time.
Recently, some initial attempts [KLG+14b] [GAM14] [QDG+14] have shown that the
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concept of SDN is equally feasible in infrastructure-less wireless networks. However,
there is no standard of SDN in the self-organized area and further research is being
conducted [NMN+14]. Especially for the generality that most devices cannot guarantee
energy and performance, more issues are still to be researched. Therefore, this thesis
focuses on the infrastructure-less wireless networks for further SDN research.
2.1.3.3 State-of-the-Art SDN Architectures in Infrastructure-Less Wireless
Networks
[LTQ12] suggests a traditional application-specific WSN lacks abstraction and contains
too much complexity, resulting in resource underutilisation, counter-productivity, rigidity
to policy changes and difficulty to manage. In contrast, a software-defined WSN can be
programmable “by manipulating a user-customizable flow table on each sensor via Sensor
OpenFlow (SOF).” Thus, the network is versatile, flexible and easy to manage. Although
the authors propose SOF as the protocol for software-defined WSN, this research does
not provide a specific network architecture and a wireless node design.
[GAM14] proposes a centralised network management for WSN. A base station with
control-logic is the key of their architecture. They suggest a centralised controller will
reduce energy consumption in a sensor node because the controller has finished the
most tasks like topology maintenance and network optimisation. On-the-fly routing
decisions will decrease convergence time and thus benefits mobility handling. For network
management, they argue that the on-the-fly programming is much more flexible and
that “highly-accurate location information could be achieved by employing a centralised
localisation algorithm”. Without simulation, they describe the benefits when deploying
a new monitoring task or scaling up the system with new devices. However, they do
not consider the control overhead which increases with node density and speed. Besides,
they also do not consider the case when sensor node(s) fail to connect with the base
station.
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[DPSBM13] proposes using a distributed controller (based on the Optimized Link
State Routing (OLSR) protocol) which has two tasks: 1) it routes the control traffic over
a multi-hop path between the controller and routers; 2) it works as a backup controller
in case of central controller failure. However, as this work targets the Wireless Mesh
Network (WMN), heterogeneity and mobility of wireless nodes are not considered.
[KLG+14b] and [KLG14a] propose three operation modes “based on the degree of
control of SDN controller”. For the distributed and hybrid control modes, an agent will
fully or partly delegate a controller as a fallback. Their results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of a fallback for controller failure under centralised operation mode. However,
they do not explain the details of the hybrid control nodes. Although the data channel
is multi-hop ad hoc network, the control channel is still based on an LTE base station,
which is a one-hop mobile network and relies on infrastructure.
[OCF15] claims they are first that “proposed how to place the controller in cluster
architecture of WSN.” However, their proposal do not explain how the SDN Cluster
Head (CH) is selected, which is an important issue for the cluster architecture. Besides,
discussions are not provided about the means of interaction between SDN CHs and how
is a domain of sensor nodes managed by the SDN CH. Although their proposal is aimed
at a large-scale network that requires clustering mechanisms, the network size is not
specified to clarify the necessity of multiple SDN CHs.
In summary, for software-defined infrastructure-less wireless networks, how to effi-
ciently form the control framework remains a key challenge to be addressed. Aiming
at long-term network operation based on battery-supplied devices such as wireless sen-
sors, the efficiency of control-plane communications is a crucial issue to be considered.
As WSNs usually have to rely on the multi-hop wireless communication, this efficiency
issue is crucial and challenging. In this thesis, the efficient multi-hop communications
are researched to support software-defined infrastructure-less wireless networks (focused
on WSNs). Before providing more details about multi-hop wireless communications, a
brief review of WSNs is provided in Section 2.2 to examine the architecture and fea-
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tures. Later sections will discuss existing research works for achieving efficient multi-hop
wireless communications.
2.2 Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
This section introduces the concept of WSNs which is a important application type of
infrastructure-less wireless networks. As mentioned in Section 2.1, how to apply the
concept of SDN in an infrastructure-less context remains a challenge to be addressed.
Beginning with the WSN architecture and features, the development and specific design
issues regarding the habitat monitoring applications are discussed.
2.2.1 WSN Architecture
A WSN is typically composed of a number of sensor nodes which are deployed to cover a
target field. The emergence of WSNs can be dated back to the Cold-War Era [SMZ07],
which originally proposed them to serve military missions. Around the late 1990s, lower-
cost sensors support a wider range of applications “from environmental sensing to vehicle
tracking, from perimeter security to inventory management, and from habitat monitoring
to battlefield management” [SMZ07].
The architecture of a WSN can be analysed from two aspects: sensor nodes and the
interconnecting network. A sensor node is usually a multifunctional device. Note that
the nodes can be heterogeneous which means they may have different sensing, storage,
endurance and computation capabilities. For the network, Figure 2.3 gives a general
architecture of a WSN. As the figure shows, information are sensed by sensor nodes and
then converge to the sink point, where data can be acquired by end user. Note that
this WSN architecture naturally supports the SDN concept: the sink can serve as a
centralised controller to instruct the packet forwarding performed by sensor nodes.
Meanwhile, the cross-layer management of power/mobility/tasks is necessary for
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Figure 2.3: WSN Architecture [ASSC02]
WSNs as discussed in [ASSC02]. Figure 2.4 provides such a brief view of the proto-
col stack used by sensor nodes. It is worth noting that Figure 2.4 is just a conceptual
diagram to show the general relationships between five protocol layers and three man-
agement planes. Although the five-layered model is similar to a traditional computer
network, this is still a rich research area because the management planes should be spec-
ified to adapt to different scenarios. With the SDN concept, it can be easier to meet
application-specific requirements, as the network control is more flexible.
2.2.2 WSN Features and Applications
Compared with traditional sensors, a network of sensors can work much more effectively
and efficiently. The collaborative effort allows sharing of resources between nodes so
that duplicated messages can be avoided and lifetime of the whole system can be pro-
longed [SMZ07]. Ad hoc networking is one important feature of WSNs. Equipped with
a self-organised communication capability, the sensors can be deployed rapidly without
too much pre-determination. Considering a common fact that neighbour nodes are usu-
ally deployed closely, multi-hop communication is another key technique which decreases
power consumption and overcomes propagation effects [ASSC02]. In summary, a WSN
usually has following features:
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Figure 2.4: WSN Protocol Stack [ASSC02]
• Rapid deployment: Equipped with self-organized communication capacity, the sen-
sor nodes can be deployed rapidly and work without communication infrastruc-
ture [ASSC02]. So WSNs can be directly put on field without deploying network
infrastructures in advance.
• Lightweight and low-cost: The network infrastructures are usually expensive. Wire-
less sensors can be much smaller and cheaper compared with a base station.
Because of the small size and low cost, the sensors can be scattered randomly
over a large area. In this way, the network can be scalable and provide wide
coverage with little cost.
• Adaptive: As sensors are usually deployed in a complex environment, they have
to be flexible to adapt to the environment including the channel and mobility. A
WSN is suitable for communication in inaccessible areas.
In this thesis, the aforementioned WSN features are considered in the system design
to reflect more realistic scenarios.
As people pay more attention to our living planet, research like ecology and zoology
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become more important. Habitat monitoring, one of the well-accepted techniques that
support environment-related research, is therefore gaining more interest. In recent years,
modern technology have provided more convenience and possibilities for habitat moni-
toring. Compared with manual data investigation and collection, automatic monitoring
is more suitable for long-term and continuous habitat studies. For the study of habitats
at very large scales, tools like remote sensing from satellite has proved to be tremendous.
But when it gets down to where the complexity is, a ground-based monitoring system
is indispensable [CEE+01]. A ground-based monitoring system for habitat monitoring
should be easy to deploy, flexible, and durable. Considering these demands, WSNs can
be a promising candidate technology.
Figure 2.5: Sensor Node in Habitat [MCP+02]
In the study of [PSM+04], sensors were deployed on a small island off the coast
of Maine to collect live data for biologists. [MCP+02] proposes a habitat-monitoring
kit that “enables researchers worldwide to engage in non-intrusive and non-disruptive
monitoring of sensitive wildlife and habitats”. The WSN system in [MS13] collects
movement information of grazing animals. Assisted by human observations, “it can be
used to deduce animal behaviour (e.g. resting, grazing, foraging, etc.) remotely in real
time.” [MS13]. Figure 2.5 is a photo of a sensor node deployed in a habitat and Figure 2.6
is a sensor attached to a sheep.
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Figure 2.6: Attached Sensor Nodes [MS13]
As suggested in [ASSC02], multiple factors are required to be carefully considered as a
whole for WSN design. Firstly, the hardware of sensor has more constraints than ordinary
devices. Because of the restricted size, its battery, memory and transmission power all
are more limited. Meanwhile, its operating environments are harsher. Especially for
networks which are usually deployed outdoors with vegetation coverage or sometimes
use unusual transmission media (e.g. water), the condition of communication channel
is more complex. What is more, robustness and scalability are also critical issues for a
long-term system. Cost of production and maintenance overhead should be taken into
account as well. Considering these issues, the challenges of WSN design for habitat
monitoring are summarized as follows:
• Limited resources: Firstly, the types of equipment are restricted, for example they
have to be attached or implanted on most occasions. Meanwhile, the infrastructures
such as cables and base stations are unlikely to cover everywhere. Consequently,
communication resources (frequency band, transmission range, power, storage and
etc.) are distributed unevenly and can be scarce.
• Complex situations: Although many objects in the environment stay still, animals
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move with different speeds and patterns, individually or gregariously, periodically
or unpredictably. Together with diversified habitats (forest, lake or even under-
ground) and changing climate, it makes network structure and topology even more
complex and dynamical.
• Various demands: The demands of observers may vary with interested areas and
change over time. The associativity1 and quality of data should be guaranteed
according to real-time requirements. Moreover, the system should be extended
easily to meet increasing needs.
By introducing the SDN concept, WSNs can better support habitat monitoring appli-
cations as the enhanced network flexibility contributes to long-term system operation.
However, the SDN control also brings additional overhead which should be carefully
considered due to the limited resources in WSNs. To this end, the efficient control-plane
communications in WSNs is further researched in this thesis.
2.2.3 Future WSNs
With WSNs, it is possible to make multiple sensors work collaboratively. However,
WSNs still have certain problems. For a specific scenario, the development of a WSN
requires multiple steps. Although the sensors can form a network automatically by self-
organizing, the initial topology may be non-ideal. In fact, the actually connectivity
should be considered to optimise energy efficiency while improving system robustness,
such as avoiding network failure. Therefore, it is usually necessary to change the initial
deployment.
Meanwhile, the network conditions are prone to vary with dynamic traffic and the
environment [ASSC02]. For example, it is better to assign multiple nodes to share peak
burden or work as a backup during rain. What is more, additional nodes can be deployed
1This associativity means the relevance between multiple data sources (e.g. sound recorded from
different sensors for the same event).
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anytime but at the cost of network re-organization. For a network with a large number
of nodes, continuous extension brings considerable complexity.
Besides, future ecological research requires a more comprehensive perspective and
deeper insight into the ecology system [CEE+01]. The development of Complementary
Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) cameras and microphones inspires the concept of
Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSN), where multimedia contents and scalar
data can be collected and transited together by heterogeneous sensors [AMC07]. In
Wireless Sensor and Actor Networks (WSAN) [AK04], sensors gather information and
actors perform actions. WSAN enables more interactive monitoring and introduces more
technologies such as robots and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) into monitoring sce-
nario.
In sum, the lower-cost, more ubiquitous, and more versatile monitoring network is the
trend of the next generation networking. For the future development of WSN, SDN is an
indispensable topic to be discussed. However, as summarised in the end of Section 2.1,
the efficiency of control-plane communication is an important issue to be considered
in the design of software-defined WSNs. Because of the underlying multi-hop wireless
communications, this issue is still challenging for WSNs. Meanwhile, communications in
the control-plane (especially for a distributed control framework) is relatively infrequent
with certain delay tolerance, which brings the opportunity of efficiency improvement.
Section 2.3 will discuss the basics of multi-hop wireless communications and the feasibility
of improving communication efficiency.
2.3 Multi-Hop Wireless Communications
As discussed in Section 2.1 and 2.2, WSNs commonly rely on multi-hop wireless com-
munications while it is still an open-ended issue to achieve efficient control frameworks
under multi-hop wireless communications. To investigate efficient SDN control for WSNs,
related works about the multi-hop wireless communications are reviewed in this section.
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2.3.1 Multi-Hop Communication Systems
Ad hoc networking is a technology that provides wireless devices a communication capa-
bility with devices who are outside the immediate radio range. Such multi-hop com-
munication feature relies on forwarding packets by intermediate wireless devices from
the source toward the destination(s). Because these intermediate nodes are resource-
constrained wireless devices, compared with traditional computer networks such as Eth-
ernet, more dynamics are introduced by the wireless medium, energy efficiency and node
mobility. Over recent decades, abundant research has been conducted to cope with the
issues caused by a dynamically changing topology.
By allowing intermittent connectivity in ad hoc networking, a more recent concept of
DTN is proposed to support the SCF approach. In DTN, a node can carry the message
until it meets destination(s) or more suitable intermediate node(s). Taking advantage of
the encounter opportunity caused by node mobility, DTN enables opportunistic forward-
ing which improves the flexibility in message delivery. However, due to the complexity of
node mobility and buffer management, providing the guarantees to meet specific delivery
requirements by the opportunistic forwarding is still an open area [CRMS16].
Meanwhile, routing is an important issue in multi-hop communication networks. The
multicast routing problem requires finding suitable intermediate node(s) to reach a group
of destination nodes. Compared with the unicast routing, which only has a unique desti-
nation, the comprehensive consideration of multiple destinations provides the possibility
to make full use of network resources. Nevertheless, with multiple destinations, not only
is the complexity of routing problem increased, but it introduces additional routing over-
heads. For a wireless ad hoc network, the efficiency and reliability of multicast routing
are even more critical.
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2.3.2 Basics of Multi-Hop Forwarding
Flooding and epidemic transfer are the basic forwarding methods in multi-hop commu-
nications. The idea of flooding is that every node rebroadcasts the received information
to its neighbours and finally the information will spread to the whole network [SMZ07].
To improve the reliability and avoid the broadcast storm problem, many revised flooding
schemes have been proposed [NTCS99], including probabilistic, counter-based, distance-
based, location-based, and cluster-based. Inspired by epidemic theory, forwarding meth-
ods based on node encounters are proposed to make use of the intermittent connectivity,
where an encounter occurs when one node moves into another node’s transmission range.
Although the forwarding based on epidemic transfer does not require additional route
information as with flooding, it is necessary that the node is capable to keep and carry
the received message and therefore buffering and the tolerance of delay are the main con-
straints of encounter-based strategies [CS13]. For better performance of epidemic-based
methods, studies have been conducted to control message duplication and utilise contact
information between nodes [CWSC15].
To improve the forwarding performance, both unicast and multicast routing play
important roles. During the routing procedure, the next hop towards the destination(s)
is specified within a forwarding table to instruct packet forwarding. In this way, the
route(s) can be established between nodes which is more efficient as redundant trans-
missions are reduced. Based on the means of establishing routes, routing approaches
are categorised into proactive table-driven, reactive source-initiated on-demand, and
hybrid [Toh01]. Considering efficiency, unicast forwarding will perform worse with the
increasing of destination numbers. Thus the multicast schemes are proposed to improve
the utilisation in the communication with multiple destinations. Based on the delivery
structure, multicast schemes can be classified as flooding-based, tree-based, mesh-based,
and group-based. For multicast routing, the group membership management is a crit-
ical issue as maintainance overhead may be significant. Instead of requiring multicast
forwarding states to be stored in all participating nodes, stateless multicast protocols
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encode the routing information into the packet header which is suitable for serving a
small-scale group of receivers in dynamic networks [JC01]. Based on unicast forward-
ing, an overlay-based management framework is another option which employs standard
unicast routing and forwarding to fulfil the multicast functionality [GM04] [GM07].
By using geographic position information in routing decisions, geographic routing
is an alternative principle for forwarding. Instead of using the network address, the
geographic routing decision can be made solely based on the location of the current node,
the neighbour node(s), and the destination node. Geographic addressing can improve
routing scalability and efficiency because neither network topology maintenance nor prior
route discovery are required. Besides, in geographic routing, it is possible to give the
destination address as a geographic area which is called a geocast. As a specialized form
of multicast, the geocast can deliver the message to some or all nodes within a geographic
region [Mai04]. However, the performance of geographic routing depends on the position
accuracy and their geographic distribution.
2.3.3 State-of-the-Art in Wireless Dissemination
Dissemination is a process of spreading information over a communication network [KS15].
In message dissemination, a single source node delivers messages to one or multiple
interested destination nodes [Mor12]. This type of one-to-many communication ser-
vice enables various applications especially network reprogramming and reconfiguration,
which are necessary for many scenarios such as the management of deployed sensor
nodes [GZB+16] [FS16].
2.3.3.1 Mobility Awareness
With the development of DTN and VANET, many schemes have been proposed to lever-
age mobility for message dissemination. These schemes can be divided into relationship-
aware and movement-aware.
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The relationship-aware schemes rely on the history of encounter information to anal-
yse the sociality of nodes. If certain relationships exist between nodes, their social
characteristics can be utilized for dissemination. In [LJHC16], the exponential distribu-
tion property is discovered for the contact interval between vehicles and roadside units.
Without the detection of communities, the authors of [NdML16] proposed a scheme that
is aware of group meetings and their evolution over time. The virtual social connections
between vehicles are studied in [YZW16] and the intrinsic sociality of users and their
interests are considered in [GLG16] to control and reduce the packet copies. In addition,
the geographical information and physical connections are integrated into social analysis
in [LNJ+16] and [ZSJ+17] respectively.
Although relationship-aware schemes take advantage of node mobility in statistics,
the contribution of specific geographical and movement information to the dissemination
strategy is indispensable. Based on the movement directions and velocities between vehi-
cles, a scheme is proposed in [LW16] to make full use of intermittent connections. The
authors of [NF16] predict a meeting point based on the known trajectory for efficient
and reliable forwarding. In [CYY16] and [KLK16], the planned routes of vehicles are
utilised in the delivery decision strategy assisted by roadside units. However, the uncer-
tainty of node movement is overlooked in exisitng movement-based schemes. Although
the scheme proposed in [HCCP16] considers the uncertainty of taxis’ arriving interval,
the investigation of node movement is still far from sufficient. In terms of future dissemi-
nation schemes, it is necessary to integrate both relationship and movement information
for comprehensive decision making.
2.3.3.2 Design Objective
For the design of a dissemination scheme, it is important to clarify the objective to be
achieved. The design objectives can be categorized as requirement-based and utility-
based.
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An unconstrained requirement usually focuses on certain aspect(s) of performance.
For example, the scheme proposed in [HCCP16] aims at delay minimisation while the
authors of [PSM17] try to maximise the delivery ratio. In [BSS+16] and [BZ16] the
one-hop delay is decreased and the reception rate is increased for the dissemination
of emergency messages. When there are specific bounds of requirements, it is pos-
sible to balance the performance from multiple aspects. The schemes proposed in
[BS16] [CLL+17] [LWL16] all aim at meeting the delay requirements of minimising energy
consumption. In [ZLW16] the minimum Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR)
threshold is given as the QoS requirement to minimise link cost consumption. The delay
budget is considered in [CYY16] to construct a tree with minimised forwarding costs.
In [ZWD+16] [ZWD+13], the completion time in a single hop is minimised based on a
reliability requirement.
As schemes simply based on requirements are not enough to achieve the optimum
use of network resources, various utility-based metrics are proposed to improve sys-
tem utilisation. In [SKLR16] the utility metric is formulated as the weighted sum of
dissemination cost and delay cost. The authors of [XHC17] proposed a utility model
which is the weighted sum of the delay utility, video quality utiliy, and storage cost.
A Quality of Experience (QoE) model is proposed in [ZCZY16] which is characterised
by mean opinion score based on the channel state estimation. In [LQZ16] the utility is
modelled as the overall forwarding capability, and the product of utility and distance
is used to find pivot point for making the decision of message delivery. In the payoff
function of [DMR16], a message-specific value is considered but does not directly reflect
the delivery requirement. For various kinds of message, it is necessary, but has not
been achieved by existing utility models, to comprehensively consider the heterogeneity
of importance and urgency nature in the optimisation of dissemination. Besides, the
cooperation of bounded requirements, such as acceptable delivery latency, have not been
well researched in existing utility modelling.
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2.3.3.3 Forwarding Strategy
Another critical issue in the improvement of dissemination performance is devising an
appropriate forwarding strategy. From the focus of decision-making, these forwarding
strategies can be divided into relay-oriented and target-oriented.
Relay-oriented strategies focus on control and scheduling of relay nodes for efficient
and reliable transmission. In [LK16], a relay node will be probabilistically deacti-
vated if meeting another node having already received the message. The scheme pro-
posed in [BZ16] selects a one-hop helper node to deal with poor channel conditions.
Based on residual energy and delay requirements, adaptive adjustments of transmission
power [XLH16] [CLL+17] and node duty-cycle [LWL16] [BS16] are proposed to make a
tradeoff between dissemination speed and energy consumption. In [ZWD+16] [ZWD+13]
the proposed scheme adaptively adopts negotiation and leverages flooding opportunisti-
cally to guarantee delivery reliability whilst do not incurring a long dissemination time.
The authors of [YNP17] analyse the performance of two relaying modes (one-hop and
two-hop) and two relaying methods (first-create-first-relay and last-create-first-relay).
Adaptive retransmission and rebroadcasting are studied in [ZLW16] and [wCsL16] respec-
tively and periodic scheduling is considered in [PiAAB16] to address the problem when a
device storing data leaves. In [LQZ16] the relay strategy is investigated from the aspect
of message placement.
For the target-oriented strategies, the characteristics of message targets are important
in making a forwarding strategy. [BSS+16] proposed a mechanism which incorporates
a directional broadcast based on the position of message source to seamlessly cover the
target area. In [ZYL16] the persistent dissemination of information is provided by carrier
sets to an area within a period of time. The data spread time is analysed in [WWH+16]
for when the scenario destination region is far from the data origin. A delayed activation
mechanism is proposed in [GLG16] for an infection recovery procedure, depending on
the number of nodes, destinations, and the time. In [PSM17] and [DMR16], coalitions
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are formed for service-specific groups to achieve cooperative message sharing. Although
optimised group delivery has been investigated in [CYY16] and [KLK16], it is still an
open issue as to how to efficiently assign targets to selected relays based on delivery
requirements. Besides, supporting mechanisms are needed to identify suitable forwarding
methods from various options for a given scenario.
2.3.3.4 Summary
With regard to multi-hop wireless communications, the limitations of existing dissemi-
nation schemes can be summarised from the perspective of mobility utilisation, design
objective, and forwarding strategy:
• For mobility utilisation, relationship-aware schemes analyse statistical sociality
between nodes while movement-aware schemes directly consider the movement
vector and/or trajectory in decision making. However, the uncertainty of node
movement is overlooked in existing movement-aware schemes and the possibility
of integrating relationship and movement information for dissemination have not
been investigated.
• For the design objective, requirement-based schemes are aimed at meeting the
delivery requirement in certain respect(s) whilst utility-based schemes improve the
overall resource utilisation. Although the heterogeneity of messages are considered
in some existing solutions, they still lack a comprehensive model which reflects
the message-specific nature such as the importance and urgency together with a
specific requirement bound for guidance.
• For the forwarding strategy, relay-oriented schemes focus on the control and schedul-
ing at relay nodes while target-oriented schemes take the characteristics of target
nodes into consideration. Nevertheless, efficient group delivery for given situation
is still an open-issue and dynamical mechanisms are needed to intelligently identify
suitable forwarding methods.
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In this thesis, the efficient multi-hop wireless communications is researched to apply
the SDN concept into WSNs. Considering the aforementioned limitations, this research
proposes a dissemination scheme which can improve the (group) delivery efficiency based
on tolerable delivery delay and predictable node movement. The proposed scheme can be
applied for the SDN control-plane communications (especially for a distributed control
framework) which are relatively infrequent and have delay tolerance.
Specifically, considering the use-case example described in Section 1.2, mobile nodes
deployed on animals tend to move with more-or-less directional correlation while their
movement trajectory cannot be exactly predicted. In this case, existing works either
cannot make full use of node mobility or suffer from the uncertainty of node movement.
Further studies are therefore required to utilise such partially predictable mobility for
more efficient multi-hop communications. To investigate the feasibility of exploiting
directional movement in path-unconstrained mobility, Section 2.4 reviews related works
about movement and contact modelling.
2.4 Movement Modelling and Exploiting
In Section 2.3, it is shown that the existing studies are insufficient to make full use of
node movement for efficient dissemination. To this end, a systematic investigation of
movement modelling is conducted in this section. A brief review of mobility research
and the random walk model is provided as well.
2.4.1 Overview
Efforts have been made over decades to explore more realistic representations of node
mobility [BB15]. As a general basis for mobility modelling, the whole observation period
of a given mobile node is usually divided into many epochs, where the movement speed
and direction are treated as constants during each epoch. With epoch-based motion
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models the movement process can be reproduced by time-location pairs recorded in
mobility traces. Apart from using collected real-life traces, mathematical models are
developed to generate synthetic traces. Typically, for simple random mobility models
(such as the random waypoint, random walk, and random direction), a node’s movement
direction is governed by isotropic randomness, i.e. in each epoch every possible direction
may be chosen with equal probability. However, the independence of epochal direction
does not accord with the motion correlation commonly exhibited by mobile nodes [BB15].
Unlike completely unpredictable movement imitated by memoryless random mobility,
real nodes move smoothly in most cases and very sharp turns rarely occur. This reveals
that the node motion is correlated over time. To reflect the temporal dependency in
movement, a gradual change in node velocity is considered in some mobility models. For
classic mobility models with temporal dependency, the degree of correlation is controlled
by a memory level parameter [LH03] or a maximum allowed change per epoch [Haa97],
which simulates the physical/logical laws of motion. Although further improvements are
accomplished by introducing acceleration/deceleration phases [Bet01] and pause/smooth
phases [ZW06], the pattern of directional correlation is as yet undeveloped, particularly
in regard to the random turning angle following a non-uniform distribution.
To understand the influence of mobility on information dissemination, theoretical
modelling of contact opportunities is essential. In a stochastic analysis of mobility
traces, contact-related properties can be measured from a temporal dimension or a
spatial dimension. Temporal metrics mainly capture the regularity of movement, for
example, the habitual routine of mobile nodes. Given that opportunistic communication
relies highly on the sporadic contacts between mobile nodes, the contact interval of a
node pair (called the inter-contact time) has been recognised as a dominant factor influ-
encing the performance of opportunistic networking [BB15]. Owing to the popularity of
research on social networks and device-to-device communications, distribution laws of
the inter-contact time have been identified for many scenarios. For instance, the invari-
ant properties of the contact interval are discovered between vehicles and roadside units
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in [LJHC16]. Different from the logical connectivity relationship expressed by tempo-
ral metrics, spatial metrics focus on depicting the movement trajectory features within
the physical space. A basic spatial metric is the displacement distance over a period of
time, which characterises the rate of node relocating (called diffusive behaviour). Super-
diffusive behaviour is investigated in [KLE10], and a conclusion is drawn that the degree
of diffusiveness is proportional to the epochal displacement distance, where the scale
parameter varies with the variance of the step length. In another research work con-
cerning spatial metrics, the representative movement area is studied as the radius of
gyration [CCLS11]. In addition to the lack of investigations into non-isotropic motion
patterns, it is worth noting that there have been only limited studies regarding spatial
metrics despite their significance in mobility management and location awareness.
Evidently, it is necessary to devise appropriate strategies that leverage the node
mobility in packet forwarding. Given that mobile devices are usually supplied by battery
power, energy efficiency is an important issue for long-term operation. In [WBS14], the
authors propose a pre-forwarding scheme to prolong the network lifetime by reducing the
times of packet transmission. Based on a knowledge of the movement trajectory, packets
are pre-forwarded to the expected meeting point for later last-hop delivery, which can be
interpreted as an ‘interception’. In this way, the shortest-possible forwarding route can
be adopted and therefore the energy consumption can be lower2 than with an immediate
forwarding scheme [CCC+10]. However, the interception strategy may lead to quite a
long waiting period (that could be minutes to hours). In addition, complex optimisation
problems arise when considering the delivery requirements and resource utilisation. In
terms of the group delivery with delay constraints, an algorithm is proposed in [CYY16]
for solving the efficient multicast tree construction problem. It is noticed that individual
forwarding routes can be merged if multiple targets can all arrive a rendezvous point
before the delivery deadline. By exploiting the delay budget, fewer tree branches are
required to reach the whole group of destinations. However, as with [WBS14] and other
2The interception is adopted only if less times of packet transmission can be expected, so the energy
consumption is considered at least no higher.
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similar works such as [KLK16], the uncertainty of node movement is overlooked [CYY16],
which potentially limits the practical achievable performance and feasible application
scenarios.
In this thesis, one of the research tasks is the exploitation of node mobility for packet
delivery. Among the state-of-the-art forwarding schemes, six types of mobility descrip-
tion for contact prediction are classified from the literature (as summarised in Table 2-A).
For these existing contact prediction schemes, the underlying movement estimation mod-
els are first discussed. Next, related studies on mobility modelling are reviewed, partic-
ularly in regard to the description and estimation of directional movement. Finally a
short review about mobility research and random walks is provided as well.
2.4.2 Modelling of Predictable Contact
Table 2-A classifies six types of mobility description from the literature for contact pre-
diction, which are to be discussed respectively.
Table 2-A: Classification of Mobility Description for Contact Prediction with
Underlying Movement Estimation
Type Mobility Description Movement Estimation Contact Prediction Example Work(s)
I Complete travel plan
Defined waypoint
model
Contactable locations
(and the waiting time
before contact)
[CYY16][KLK16]
II Explicit return period Cyclic visit model
Contact interval
(with/without
uncertainty)
[LW09][SGY17]
III
Historical traces
collection
Stochastic arrival
model
Distribution of
inter-contact time
(and contact duration)
[HCCP16][LJHC16]
IV
Value of estimated
speed
Circular range model
Contactable area given
delay
[CSW+15][PRR16]
V
Estimated speed with
direction
Linear trajectory
model
Expected contact
location given delay
[WBS14][NF16]
VI The diffusion exponent
Diffusive behaviour
model
Contact likelihood
given relative location
[SK11]
For the ease of contact prediction, sufficient knowledge of node movement is usually
assumed according to the first three types of mobility description listed in Table 2-A.
For the Type-I class, a complete travel plan is assumed to be known in advance and
therefore future contactable locations can be directly predicted. Knowledge of predefined
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waypoints usually relies on access to the navigation system, for example to obtain a
report of route information from vehicles, as assumed in [CYY16] and [KLK16]. For the
Type-II class, although the knowledge of whole movement path is not required, strict
periodicity is assumed in the contact interval (such as in [LW09] and [SGY17]). For the
Type-III class, the node mobility assumptions are further relaxed as a stochastic process.
For instance, the invariant properties of the inter-contact time are discovered between
vehicles and roadside units in [HCCP16] and [LJHC16]. However, stochastic properties
can vary with cases and their analysis requires traces recorded over a long term and/or
of a large quantity.
When the mobility knowledge is limited, the estimation of node movement plays
an important role in contact prediction. For the last three types listed in Table 2-A,
the latest location of the mobile node is taken as the reference point and the contact
is predicted by estimating the node movement. For the Type-IV class, a maximum
(or average) movement speed is estimated for the mobile node, so a circular movement
range can be drawn to predict contact (as in [CSW+15] and [PRR16]), where the radius
depends on the delay since the location report. For the Type-V class, with additional
knowledge on movement direction, the location of a future contact can be expected given
the delay (such as in [WBS14] and [NF16]). However, the speed and direction are not
enough to differentiate heterogeneous mobility, which limits the contact prediction based
on the Type-IV/V mobility description. For the Type-VI class, a diffusion constant is
introduced by [SK11] based on the exponent parameter of the step-length distribution
in a Le´vy walk model. Compared with the movement speed, the diffusion constant is a
better characterisation of diffusive behaviour, as the randomness of step length is taken
into consideration. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge there remains no prior
work that considers differentiation of directional movement for contact prediction.
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2.4.3 Modelling of Directional Movement
Unlike the completely unpredictable movement imitated by memoryless randommobility,
mobile nodes tend to move smoothly in many cases and sharp turns rarely occur [BB15].
To reflect this directional movement behaviour, correlated motion patterns are researched
in the literature [BCC+17]. The existing pattens for directional correlation can be
roughly divided into two branches: velocity-based or step-based. For the first branch,
correlation patterns focus on the gradual change of velocity which leads to persistence in
the movement direction. In [LH03], the degree of temporal correlation is governed by a
memory level parameter, but difficulty arises from controllable correlation of movement
direction because the velocity component in each spatial dimension is independently
modelled as a Gauss-Markov process. In [ZW06], despite the modelling of acceleration,
the probability in choosing movement direction is basically isotropic because the authors
purely focus on dividing changes into several small increments. In contrast, the corre-
lation patterns in the second branch are based the characterisation of a step direction.
In [BCF07] and [FZZ07], the directional correlation between random steps is investi-
gated but their research is restricted to an n-dimensional lattice or grid. In [ZLZY16],
the directional preference of a random step is described by a probability distribution
model, but an additional assumption is required for fixing a bias of movement direction.
In [Haa97], the angle of maximum turn is introduced to bound the Random Turning
Angle (RTA), which results in a directional correlation between steps. However, the
influence of RTA in movement is not analysed by [Haa97] or any later reference, as their
focus is on the network simulation rather than movement analysis.
From biophysics-related fields, further studies on the RTA are found concerning the
Correlated Random Walk (CRW) model [CPB08]. In [WLSN00], circular distribution
functions are employed as the model of RTA, which is theoretically rigorous but intro-
duces additionally complexity. In [Bye01], both the angle of maximum turn and the
Standard Deviation of the Turning Angles (SDTA) are considered to characterise the
probability distribution of RTA. In [NBW09], the probability distribution model of RTA
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is linked to the diffusion degree to analyse the movement of animals. For the aforemen-
tioned research on CRW, distance-based metrics, such as the mean square displacement,
have been commonly analysed and formulated. However, the calculative method to esti-
mate the displacement angle based on the distribution characteristics of RTA cannot be
found in literature.
2.4.4 Mobility Research and Random Walks
Mobility is a significant topic for analysing natural phenomenon. The nature of mobility
is mainly about the motion of particles, organisms or other mobile objects. However,
the achievements in mobility research are widely applicable to various research fields.
For example, a famous study of mobility is known as Brownian motion [RY13] which
is based on the observation of pollen particles suspended in a fluid. Interestingly, this
kind of random movement was later found to be commonly feasible for quantitative
analysis of the fluctuating prices in the financial market [KSKS98]. With regard to
electronic engineering and computer science, further understanding of mobility inspires
better development of artificial systems and intelligent algorithms [SW14].
Due to the popularity of wireless devices, node mobility in communication networks
has gained increasing research interest. Decades ago, the age of mobile communications
began with the emergence of cellular networks. As a major functionality in cellular
networks, mobility management guarantees communication services by tracking mobile
terminals. Research on terminals’ mobility has been conducted since then to realise
efficient and reliable mobility management [MZSS16]. With the rapid development of
ad hoc networking in recent years, considerable attention has turned to opportunistic
communications [BB15]. Considering the greater challenges brought by diverse appli-
cation scenarios, more advanced intelligence has been developed to utilise smart node
mobility [LMO16].
Apart from collecting real-life traces, synthetic models have been developed to facil-
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itate mobility-related studies [BB15]. Synthetic mobility models are not only beneficial
for simulation purposes but also necessary for methodical prediction. Originating from
the study of Brownian motion, the random walk model [CPB08] provides a generalised
methodology to describe mobility. Under the description of a random walk model, walk-
ers take random steps within defined space. Based on different space definitions and step
randomness, different classes of random walks have been proposed.
For simple random walks, the walking space is usually defined as n-dimensional reg-
ular lattices so the choices of step direction are finite. With the same probability of
choosing each possible direction, the lattice-based random walks are uncorrelated and
unbiased. In this simplest context, it is straightforward to derive the diffusion equation
even in two (or more) dimensions [OL13]. A lattice-based random walk becomes corre-
lated if unequal probability exists among the step directions. This directional correlation
in a lattice-based random walk has been investigated by [BCF07].
More realistic random walks are allowed for infinite choices of step direction so the
whole two- or three-dimensional3 Euclidean space are literally reachable. When the
isotropic randomness is assumed for the step direction, the movement behaviour of ran-
dom walks depends on the distribution of step length. In [KLE10], the effect of variable
step lengths on diffusive behaviour is investigated, where Le´vy walks is a famous model
with heavy tailed step-length distribution. To further investigate the correlation between
successive step orientations, random turning angles are introduced for correlated random
walks. In [Bye01], the probability distribution of random turning angles is discussed to
reflect the directional correlation.
The diffusion process of random walks has been mathematically analysed in the
literature. However, as suggested by [CPB08], it is a non-trivial problem to derive the
analytical solution for correlated random walks in two-dimensional Euclidean space. The
modelling of movement paths for correlated random walks remains an unsolved issue,
despite the existing analysis concerning mean squared distance [Ben06], mean dispersal
3Three-dimensional random walks are beyond the scope of this thesis but can be similarly researched.
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distance [Bye01], and tortuosity [PBD13, LXJ15].
Linking to the use-case example described in Section 1.2, a correlated random walk is
usually suitable to represent animals’ mobility [CPB08], and therefore proper modelling
of its movement path can be used to predict the contact opportunity caused by the
movement of mobile nodes (which are deployed on animals). For this unsolved problem
of movement path modelling for correlated random walks, Chapter 3 provides a feasible
solution which is applied and evaluated in Chapter 4 for strategic forwarding.
2.5 Computer Simulations
This section provides a brief review related to the computer simulations used in Chap-
ter 3 and 4. In this thesis, simulations are implemented in MATLAB (version R2017b)
which is a numerical computing environment for engineers and scientists. Matrix com-
putations [GVL12] are used to simulate scenarios and solve mathematical problems.
Specifically, there are two topics to be discussed in this section: numerical analysis and
computational optimisation.
The field of numerical analysis provides convenient methods that obtain solutions
for mathematical problems [Hil87] [SB13]. In Chapter 3, two methods of numerical
analysis are used for the modelling of directional movement. The first one is the Monte
Carlo method [KBTB14] which was proposed as an experimental approach to obtain
numerical results by repeated random sampling. The Monte Carlo method is used in
Section 3.2.3.1 to overcome the difficulty in mathematical analysis of correlated random
walks. The second one is the least-squares method [Wol05] which is a common approach
to find the functional relationships between variables, by minimising the sum of squared
residuals (difference with data samples). In Section 3.2.3.2, the results obtained from the
Monte Carlo experiments are further analysed and formulated for movement modelling,
based on the standard implementation of least-squares method provided by the MATLAB
Curve Fitting Toolbox.
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Computational optimisation techniques are developed to solve an optimisation prob-
lem which requires finding the best solution from a number of feasible solutions [KY11].
In Chapter 4, optimisation algorithms are designed to solve the group relay selection
problem formulated in Section 4.3.2. As proved in [LJHC16] and [CYY16], the group
relay selection problem is at least NP-hard (i.e. non-deterministic polynomial-time hard-
ness) and it is infeasible to search for an optimal solution [PS82]. Heuristic algorithms
are therefore required to find an approximation to the optimum in a reasonably short
time [CLRS09].
The evolutionary algorithm and the greedy algorithm are two representative types
of heuristic algorithm. The principle of a greedy algorithm is choosing the best solu-
tion for each sub-problem until the whole problem can be solved [CLRS09]. There-
fore, it is a straightforward approach which is fast and simple especially when solv-
ing complex problems. Despite its simplicity, the performance of a greedy algorithm
should be carefully evaluated because greedy searching may not lead to global opti-
misation but can instead converge to a local optimum. In previous works, such as
in [LJHC16] [KLK16] and [CYY16], although the greedy algorithm is commonly con-
sidered to solve the group relay selection problem, none of these existing studies have
evaluated the performance of their greedy algorithms in regard to multi-objective opti-
misation.
Unlike greedy algorithms, an evolutionary algorithm randomly searches for the global
optimum based on genetic operators (e.g. crossover and mutation) [Bac96]. Although
evolutionary algorithms usually require more iterative computation, which can be ineffi-
cient, they can better solve multi-objective optimisation problems as evolutionary algo-
rithms can produce a number of potential solutions for making further decisions [CLVV+07].
When these solutions are Pareto optimal (i.e. an improvement in any objective requires
a degradation in other objective(s)), a Pareto front (i.e. the set of all Pareto optimal
solutions) can be approximated to analyse the trade-off between objectives [Cen77].
In this thesis, the Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) [DK01] is adopted
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because it is a standard evolutionary algorithm which is suitable for solving combina-
torial optimisation problems (as formulated in Section 4.3.2). Based on the standard
MOGA implementation provided by the MATLAB Global Optimization Toolbox, an
evolutionary approach is proposed in Section 4.3.2.2 to solve the formulated problem.
Additionally, referring the algorithm given by [CYY16], two variants of the greedy algo-
rithm are proposed in Section 4.3.2.3 as the greedy approach for problem solving. Finally,
the performance of the greedy approach and evolutionary approach are compared.
2.6 Summary
With the network flexibility provided by the SDN concept, WSNs can be more adaptive
to changing environmental conditions, operational circumstances or user requirements,
which is especially important for the monitoring applications in the wild. To alleviate
the negative influence of centralised SDN control in infrastructure-less wireless networks,
physically distributed control frameworks have been recognised as a promising solution.
However, efficient control-plane communication in WSN remains a key challenge to be
addressed, concerning limited radio range, energy consumption, and node mobility.
A further review of movement modelling and exploiting suggests that the state-of-
the-art is insufficient to reasonably predict contact caused by directional movement for
efficient dissemination. Referring to the use-case example described in Section 1.2, ani-
mals’ directional movement can be utilised to reduce forwarding hops given a delay bud-
get, which contributes to higher energy efficiency for long-term network operation. By
introducing directional correlation as an index of node mobility, an approach is proposed
in this thesis for the modelling of predictable contact to facilitate strategic forwarding.
Chapter 3
Quantification of Contact
Opportunity for Strategic
Forwarding
In this chapter, the contact opportunities created by directional movement is analysed
and modelled to support strategic forwarding. This directional movement is supposed to
be exhibited by mobile nodes (e.g. resulting from the animals’ behaviour in habitat mon-
itoring applications as described in Section 1.2). The utilisation of contact opportunities
will be investigated to facilitate energy-efficient dissemination of control packets.
3.1 Problem Overview
Multi-hop wireless communication [Toh01] has gained increasing interest taking into
account its capability for power-saving, traffic oﬄoading, disruption handling, and extend-
ing coverage. Besides classical examples such as MANETs, VANETs, and WSNs, more
advanced proposals have discussed topics including operation in diverse environments
(underwater [APM05] and underground [ASV09]), robotic actuators [AK04], and mul-
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timedia traffic [AMC07]. However, packet delivery to mobile destination(s) remains a
challenging problem within these multi-hop wireless communication networks, especially
considering efficiency, reliability, and scalability [WCZL16].
Instead of relying on end-to-end connectivity, the emergence of Delay/Disruption
Tolerant Networks (DTN) facilitates Store-Carry-Forward (SCF) [CS13] communication.
By taking advantage of the encounter opportunities created by node mobility, the SCF
strategy offers a rich research area and provides more possibilities in multi-hop wireless
packet forwarding. As a feasible delivery solution inspired by SCF, packets can be
forwarded to the selected relay node(s) in advance and wait for later delivery when the
destination node is directly contactable. For the control packet dissemination in SDMSN,
the destination node is called a control message target node.
By intelligently selecting the relay node, optimisation of the forwarding route can
be realised, which is beneficial for prolonging network lifetime [NF16] and/or improv-
ing resource utilisation [XHC17]. Because an end-to-end route may not be established
directly, this relay-based delivery solution is different from conventional routing. In con-
trast with the DTN research, the existing network topology can be utilised rather than
being fully dependent on encounter-based connectivity.
The focus of this research is a typical scenario where delay-tolerant information is
disseminated from a special node which serves as the central controller or distribution
centre. Under such kinds of scenarios, the information source is considered able to
acquire global knowledge of the underlying network for assisting with relay selection. In
the SDMSN scenario, this dissemination means downstream communication that delivers
the control information (commands and updates) from the central controller (sink node)
to control message target nodes (sensor nodes).
To avoid reliance on maintaining globally topological dynamics at the information
source, relay candidates are limited to stationary nodes for the last-hop direct delivery.
These stationary nodes form a stable topology framework, for example the sensor nodes
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fixed to plants or installed in the environment[LFT+12]. Besides, we further narrow
down our research to the case when the only mobile nodes are control message target
nodes, for example sensors attached to or implanted within animals [LFT+12], to make
the problem more tractable.
In the literature, information from the navigation system of mobile destinations has
been utilised to identify candidate relay(s) from a set of stationary nodes. Given a
predefined movement trajectory of the destination node, one or several stationary nodes
can be selected for the last-hop direct delivery when the mobile destination node passes
by. Unfortunately, it is unrealistic to assume accurate information of travel plans is
always available in every scenario, for instance when animals are involved. The lack of
mobility knowledge can lead to performance degradation in either traditional routing or
DTN routing. Meanwhile, nodes usually move with a certain purpose (such as searching
or migrating [YLK07]) rather than completely randomly, and therefore further studies are
required to utilise partially predictable mobility based on more generalised navigational
information such as the movement direction.
In this research, the feasible exploitation of directional movement in path-unconstrained1
mobility is investigated for strategic forwarding. The research premise is straightforward:
a degree of persistence in the future direction of travel is expected on the basis of the
current movement direction of a mobile node. As a consequence, there is a fair chance
that a stationary node lying along this path will encounter the mobile node. Given an
adequate budget of delivery delay and enough confidence of movement persistence (i.e.
the tendency to keep moving in a certain direction), the risk associated with opportunis-
tic delivery can probably be balanced by the desire to reduce the number of forwarding
hops. To the best of our knowledge, no existing research has provided such a quantita-
tive analysis for strategic packet forwarding based on the comprehensive consideration
of node mobility, network topology, and delivery requirements.
1Mobile individuals independently move in a relatively unobstructed environment (such as a forest
or ocean).
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In this chapter, analysis is conducted on the modelling of directional movement and
corresponding contact opportunities, to fit in the habitat monitoring scenario that mobile
nodes (animals) usually move with a certain purpose (such as searching or migrating).
As the result, an approach is proposed (and validated) to approximately describe the
contact certainty, based on the directional correlation of node movement. This proposed
approach is further applied in Chapter 4 for strategic forwarding.
3.2 Analysis of Directional Movement
Before analysing the contact opportunity, it is necessary to formulate and investigate
the directional movement. The mobility model is specified first in this section, followed
by a discussion of correlating the movement direction. Finally experimental simulations
are conducted to discover statistical characteristics of the directional movement.
3.2.1 Mobility Model
Devising a suitable mobility model is the first step in creating a successful dynamic
delivery mechanism. We consider a mobile target moves within a two-dimensional space
R
2.
The fluctuations of movement speed are assumed to be negligible compared with the
mean value, so that the average speed (denoted by V ) is considered to be a constant.
The movement direction (denoted by θ∈ [−π, π]) is assumed to be fixed during a step
which is a constant period defined as
T = ti+1 − ti (3.1)
where i ∈ N denotes the discrete step number corresponding to the time point ti.
Between two successive steps, the movement direction is updated by an angle of
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random turning
Θi = θi − θi−1 (3.2)
where θi denotes the movement direction during time step i, and Θi ∈ [−π, π] denotes
the random turning angle between step i− 1 and step i.
For the movement made during time step i, Λi denotes the step movement distance
and θi denotes the step movement direction. Based on equations (3.1) and (3.2), the
step movement distance and direction can be derived as
Λi = V · T (3.3)
θi = θi−1 +Θi = θ0 +
i∑
ζ=1
Θζ (3.4)
where θ0 denotes a given initial movement direction.
Consequently, the real-time movement of a mobile target can be specified given the
initial direction and the probability distribution of the random turning angles. Under
such a mobility model, the persistence of the initial movement direction progressively
diminishes over successive time steps, which will be further discussed in the Section 3.2.2.
3.2.2 Directional Correlation
Based on the mobility model, the predictable contact with a mobile target can be utilised
to select relay(s) from a set of stationary nodes. However, because the movement direc-
tion changes randomly in a correlated pattern, it is not easy to obtain a simple expression
for the contact potential. To this end, further analysis is required on the stochastic pro-
cess of movement.
As assumed in equations (3.1) and (3.2), the uncertainty of movement results from the
Random Turning Angle (RTA) between two successive steps. In Figure 3.1, a comparison
is shown between three types of distribution for RTA. Traditionally, it is assumed that
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the current movement direction may change to any other direction with equal probabil-
ity. This uncorrelated change can be represented by an isotropic uniform distribution.
By restricting the maximum allowed direction change, the bounded uniform distribu-
tion [Haa97] leads to correlation in the step direction. However, this bounded uniform
distribution fails to reflect the natural phenomenon that smaller deviations tend to have
higher frequency of occurrence. Therefore, in this research, the truncated Normal dis-
tribution is proposed as the probability model for RTA.
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Figure 3.1: A Comparison between Three Types of Probability Distribution
The probability density function of general normal distribution is defined as
φ(µ, σ2;x) =
1
σ
√
2π
e
− (x−µ)
2
2σ2 (3.5)
where σ > 0 denotes the standard deviation and µ denotes the expectation of the distri-
bution.
Accordingly, the cumulative distribution function of general normal distribution is
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defined as
Φ(µ, σ2;x) =
∫ x
−∞
1
σ
√
2π
e
− (δ−µ)
2
2σ2 dδ. (3.6)
Based on the zero-centred Normal distribution with symmetric truncation, the prob-
ability density of the RTA (denoted by fΘ) is given as
fΘ =
φ(0, σ2; Θ)
2Φ(0, σ2; ǫ)− 1 (3.7)
where ǫ ∈ [0, π] denotes the truncation bound, and Θ denotes the random turning angle
as defined in equation (3.2).
Then the probability of a turning angle within a given interval can be expressed as
Pr [̺1 6 Θ 6 ̺2] =
∫ ̺2
̺1
φ(0, σ2; δ)
2Φ(0, σ2; ǫ)− 1dδ
=
∫ ̺2
̺1
φ(0, σ2; δ)dδ
2Φ(0, σ2; ǫ)− 1
=
Φ(0, σ2; ̺2)− Φ(0, σ2; ̺1)
2Φ(0, σ2; ǫ)− 1
(3.8)
where −π 6 ̺1 < ̺2 6 π denote the two ends of the interval.
Due to the truncation, the probability is zero outside the bounded range, which can
be proved as follows
Pr [ǫ < |Θ| 6 π] = 1− Pr [−ǫ 6 Θ 6 ǫ]
= 1− Φ(0, σ
2; ǫ)− Φ(0, σ2;−ǫ)
2Φ(0, σ2; ǫ)− 1
= 1− Φ(0, σ
2; ǫ)− [1− Φ(0, σ2; ǫ)]
2Φ(0, σ2; ǫ)− 1
= 0
(3.9)
Meanwhile, the effect of truncation depends on the relative relationship between σ
and ǫ. As shown in Figure 3.2, the possible turning angle is represented as a random
variable having a continuous distribution between truncation bounds. Given a certain
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truncation bound ǫ, the shape of the distribution curve varies with the value of σ. With
an increasing σ value, the density difference within the bounded range becomes smaller.
For the special case that σ is extremely large, a uniform distribution is approximated.
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Figure 3.2: Effect of Deviation Value on the Truncated Normal Distribution
When the value of σ is sufficiently small compared with the truncation bound ǫ, the
truncated Normal distribution is very close to a Normal distribution without truncation.
To measure the relationship between σ and ǫ, we define a ratio as
ς =
ǫ
σ
. (3.10)
Then equation (3.7) can be written as
fΘ =
φ(0, σ2; Θ)
2Φ(0, σ2; ǫ)− 1 ≈ φ(0, σ
2; Θ) (3.11)
where ςth is a threshold value that satisfies Φ (ς) ≈ 1 and typically ςth > 4.
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With the condition ς > ςth, the truncated Normal distribution can be simplified such
that it is only affected by the single parameter σ which stands for the Standard Deviation
of the Turning Angles (SDTA) in this research. In other words, the Normal distribution
is considered naturally bounded within a certain range. To apply this single-parameter
description, the maximum allowed value of σ is given as
σmax =
ǫmax
ςmin
=
π
ςth
. (3.12)
3.2.3 Movement Investigation (with Validation)
The movement investigation is divided into two parts: the first part illustrates the exper-
imental design and implementation; the results obtained from the experiment are dis-
cussed in the second part.
3.2.3.1 Predictability Investigation
Referring to the correlated random walk model given by [Bye01], the Normal distribution
is assumed for random turning angles with a fixed step length (set to 30 metres in this
investigation based on 30 seconds step period with 1 m/s movement speed). Given a
length of simulation time (set to 3600 seconds in this investigation), a sample trace results
from a succession of random steps while different traces are repeatedly sampled under
same standard deviation of turning angles (set to 10 degrees as an example). As shown in
Figure 3.3, sample traces are synthetically generated to investigate the movement path of
correlated random walks. This figure shows that, although all the traces have same initial
direction (towards the positive x-axis), the existence of directional randomness results
in increasing deviations to the left or right (towards the positive or negative y-axis).
Because the random walk is a stochastic process, an accurate path cannot be known
before the movement occurs. However, possibility is shown by Figure 3.3 to statistically
describe the movement path based on the sample traces, which will be further discussed.
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Figure 3.3: Synthetic Trace Generation (10 Example Traces)
To quantify the statistical predictability, the x-axis is sliced equally (300 metres per
slice in this case) to count the number of passing traces. Given an absolute value of
the y-axis coordinate, the number of traces passing the enclosed rectangular area can
be calculated. As shown in Figure 3.4(a), the number of passing traces diminishes
progressively, which indicates the existence of a certain spatial distribution. It is worth
mentioning that the results of Figure 3.3 are essentially consistent with Figure 3.4(a); the
difference is that the absolute value of the y-axis coordinate affects the size of enclosed
rectangular area in Figure 3.4(a) (a larger absolute coordinate results in a larger enclosed
area and therefore more traces tend to be counted). By counting the number of trace
points within an enclosed area, similar trends can be obtained as shown in Figure 3.4(b).
Based on above observation, it is shown that both the spatial distribution of sample
traces and trace points can reflect the statistical predictability of correlated random
walks. For the ease of computing, the remainder of this investigation focuses on the
distribution of trace points.
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(b) Counting Trace Points
Figure 3.4: Predictability Representation of 1000 Traces
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Figure 3.5: Histogram of Trace Points from 1000 Traces
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Figure 3.6: Obtaining Continuous Distribution Model
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As shown in Figure 3.5, the distribution of trace points can be visualised by a two-
dimensional histogram. Compared with the Cartesian coordinate system (Figure 3.5(a)),
the polar coordinate system (Figure 3.5(b)) can be adopted for a better representation
of the spatial displacement. To construct such a histogram, the observed area is divided
into multiple sub-areas and the number of trace points is counted for each sub-area. By
increasing the number of sample traces, trace points are increased at the same time.
After each increment of sample traces, the absolute difference of spatial distribution
(the change of trace points number at each sub-area) can be calculated and the sum of
absolute difference (over all sub-areas) is shown convergent in Figure 3.6(a), regardless
the specific values of bin size.
Moreover, as shown in Figure 3.6(b), a smooth distribution of trace points can be
obtained by appropriately dividing the geographical area (60 bins for the distance dimen-
sion and 25 bins for the phase dimension are found suitable and adopted for the remainder
of this investigation). The on-path certainty is defined here as the degree of confidence
that a spatial point is located on the movement path, which is calculated by normalising
the spatial distribution of trace points. The corresponding contour map for Figure 3.6(b)
is given by Figure 3.7, which demonstrates the movement path can be described with
different thresholds of certainty degree.
Based on above observations, the feasibility of a fuzzy representation for a movement
path is preliminarily shown. However, more analytical studies are still required to obtain
the equation relating the quantities involved. To this end, experimental results are fitted
with mathematical models for further analysis.
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Figure 3.7: Contour of Normalised Distribution as Path Model
3.2.3.2 Predictability Validation
Although the feasibility of an ambiguous representation of a movement path is pre-
liminarily shown in Section 3.2.3.1, observational studies cannot reflect the quantified
relationships of path model. Further analysis is therefore required to fit experimental
results with mathematical functions. In this section, the experimentally obtained spatial
distribution of trace points (on-path certainty) is analysed for two dimensions separately,
based on the standard implementation of least-squares method [Wol05] provided by the
MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox. The experimental distribution is obtained from 10000
sample traces where the SDTA value is 10 degrees.
For the phase dimension, the normalised bell curve2 is fitted with a Gaussian function
over distance. The residuals show that the growing scale factor of the Gaussian function
2This bell curve means the shape observed from phase dimension in Figure 3.6(b) given a certain
distance value. Each observed bell curve is normalised by dividing its maximum, so no multiplier is
required in the fitting function.
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Figure 3.8: Fitting the Bell Curve to the Gaussian Function (Scale Factor as
Two-term Power Series over Distances)
can be nearly modelled by a two-term power series as shown in Figure 3.8. Therefore
the bell curve function is formulated as
fbell (r, ϕ) = exp
[
−
(
ϕ
q1 · rq2 + q3
)2]
(3.13)
where where r denotes the distance to the central point, ϕ denotes the phase to the
central point, and the q1,q2,q3 are functional parameters.
For the distance dimension, the normalised decay curve exhibits a dichotomy phe-
nomena (shown by Figure 3.9): fitted with a two-term exponential series model with a
certain value of distance but then fitted with a two-term power series model. A similar
dichotomy phenomenon (fitting to two possible theoretical distributions) was discovered
by [KBV10] when modelling the distribution of inter-contact time. Consequently, a
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Figure 3.9: Fitting the Decay Curve in Dichotomy Phenomena
characteristic distance is introduced to formulate the decay curve as
fdecay (r) =


c1 · ec2r + c3 · ec4r r 6 rchar
d1 · rd2 + d3 r > rchar
(3.14)
where the c1-c4, d1-d3 are functional parameters and rchar denotes the characteristic
distance.
To complete the piecewise form of the decay curve, the characteristic distance is
further investigated to identify key factors influencing it. An experimental method is
adopted to find the characteristic distance which minimises the sum of the squared
residuals between the decay curve and the data samples. While no specific influence
can be observed by changing the SDTA value, experiments show that the characteristic
distance seems to be linearly related to the step length. By multiplying the default
step length (30 metres), the characteristic distance scales up at the same time which
roughly results in a linear relationship (as shown in Table 3-A). Based on these additional
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experiments, the equation of the characteristic distance is given as
rchar = g1 · Λg2 ≈ g1 · Λ (3.15)
where g1 and g2 denotes the functional parameters and Λ denotes a constant of step
length.
Table 3-A: Investigation of Characteristic Distance
Step Length (m) Characteristic Distance (m) Multiple
30 450 1/1
60 875 2/1.94
90 1350 3/3
120 1825 4/4.06
240 3950 8/8.78
480 8000 16/17.78
With the functional relationships revealed by curve fitting, further analysis is provided
about the surface model. The spatial distribution of trace points (on-path certainty) are
fitted to the proposed surface model and the goodness of fit is reflected by the residuals
(the difference between surface model and the experimentally obtained distribution).
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Figure 3.11: Surface Model Evaluation from Contour View
As an illustrative example, the residuals between the fitted surface and experimental
distribution (obtained from 50000 sample traces where the SDTA value is 10 degrees)
are shown in Figure 3.10. This example shows that the residuals of surface fitting are
mostly small relative to the experimental distribution except for minor extreme values
on the edges. From the contour map view, the difference resulting from the residuals
can be ignored as shown in Figure 3.11.
To evaluate the goodness of surface fitting for different SDTA values (each employing
50000 sample traces), the sum of the relative residuals is considered as the numerical
metric. As shown in Figure 3.12, the sum of relative residuals over either the phase
dimension or the distance dimension is presented separately. For the sum over the phase
dimension, although values are relative large initially, it rapidly decreases and then
becomes low and steady. For the sum over the distance dimension, the values increase
with absolute phase angle but are mostly within the same order of magnitude.
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Figure 3.12: Sum of Relative Residuals Over Phase/Distance Dimension
In summary, the analysis results show that random walks with a directional distri-
bution are predictable to a certain extent. However, this analysis does not consider the
transmission range of wireless nodes and therefore cannot be directly used for contact
prediction. To this end, the contact opportunity is further discussed in the next section
where a prediction approach is proposed based on movement estimation.
3.3 Analysis of Contact Opportunity
The aforementioned analysis of directional movement reveals the existence of certain
statistical predictability. In this section, the predictability of directional movement is
used for modelling contact opportunities, based on the description of the contact model
and the estimation of directional movement.
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3.3.1 Contact Model
Having described the mobility model, we now turn our attention to the modelling of
contact. A traditional model of unit disk [CCJ91] is considered where there is a constant
radius of contact range (denoted by R). Let N denote the whole set of stationary nodes,
then a stationary node (denoted by nj) is contactable by the mobile object if only if
dj (i) 6 R (3.16)
where dj (i) denotes the distance between nj and the mobile target as a function of step
number i.
The probability that the mobile target can contact a stationary node nj within finite
steps can be described as
µτ (nj) = Pr [min (dj (i)) 6 R | i 6 τ ] (3.17)
where τ ∈ N denotes a bound on the step number and min (dj (i)) denotes the minimum
distance over a number of steps.
Taking equation (3.17) as the membership function, a fuzzy set of the stationary
nodes is defined as
Nτ (η) = {nj | µτ (nj) > η} (3.18)
where η∈ [0, 1] denotes a threshold of contact probability and Nτ (η) denotes the subset
of stationary nodes considered to be along the movement path of the mobile target given
τ and η.
To calculate dj (i), a polar coordinate system is considered where r denotes the rela-
tive distance from the original position of the mobile target, and ϕ denotes the relative
angle measured with respect to the initial movement direction of the mobile target.
Under such a coordinate system, the position coordinates of the mobile target after i
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steps (denoted by ~ei) and the position coordinates of nj (denoted by ~ej) can be respec-
tively described as
~ei = (ri, ϕi) (3.19)
~ej = (rj, ϕj) . (3.20)
Note that ~ei is changing over time step i because it represents the position of the
mobile target. Given a set of stationary nodes N (which have many different positions),
~ej varies with each nj ∈ N . Such notation of ~e intends to show these spatial and temporal
variables together in a concise way.
According to the law of cosines in trigonometry,
dj (i) = |~ei − ~ej |
= |~ei|2 + |~ej |2 − 2|~ei||~ej| · cos 〈~ei, ~ej〉
= r2i + r
2
j − 2rirj · cos (ϕi − ϕj) .
(3.21)
The rj and ϕj are known constants given the original position and the initial move-
ment direction of the mobile target. However, due to the random turning angle as
described in equation (3.2), ~ei is a stochastic process as {(ri, ϕi) : i ∈ N}, where ri and
ϕi are random variables representing the displacement distance and angle observed after
i steps, respectively. To quantify the contact potential, this movement process is further
analysed in the Section 3.3.2.
3.3.2 Movement Estimation
The prediction of contact is dependent on the estimation of movement, which is central
to strategy making. Here, the stochastic properties are further analysed to estimate the
movement.
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Based on equation (3.3) and (3.4), the displacement distance projected on the axial
direction can be given as
ri · sinϕi =
i∑
ζ=1
(Λi · sinωi)
= V · T ·
i∑
ζ=1
(sinωζ) .
(3.22)
Similarly, the displacement distance projected on the radial direction can be given as
ri · cosϕi = V · T ·
i∑
ζ=1
(cosωζ) . (3.23)
Dividing equation (3.22) by equation (3.23), we obtain
tanϕi =
i∑
ζ=1
(sinωζ)
i∑
ζ=1
(cosωζ)
. (3.24)
Consequently,
ϕi = arctan


i∑
ζ=1
(
sin
(
θ0 +
ζ∑
ξ=1
Θξ
))
i∑
ζ=1
(
cos
(
θ0 +
ζ∑
ξ=1
Θξ
))

 (3.25)
where ϕi denotes the displacement angle after i steps.
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Due to the complexity of equation (3.25), the probability distribution of ϕi cannot
be solved directly (as it is not a linear combination of multiple normal distributions).
However, according to the central limit theorem [Fis10], independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) random variables tend towards the Normal distribution. Therefore,
the distribution of the displacement angle after a number of steps is expected to be a
bell-shaped curve given as
fGauss (z) = α · exp
(
−
(
z − β
γ
)2)
(3.26)
where fGauss denotes the Gaussian function, z denotes the independent variable, α
denotes the amplitude factor, β denotes the centroid factor, and γ denotes the scale
factor.
Based on the Monte Carlo method [KBTB14], simulation experiments are conducted
to confirm the validity of the distribution and to obtain the model parameters. Given
initial parameters3 (specified in Table 3-B), a set of synthetic traces can be generated as
shown in Figure 3.13. A clearer view can be provided by sampling the trace points only
at the selected steps as shown in Figure 3.14.
Table 3-B: Synthetic Traces Generation for Monte Carlo Experiments
Parameters Values
Truncation Bound ±π
ςth 4
σ (SDTA) 5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40,45 (degrees)
Movement Speed 1 m/s
Initial Direction x-axis positive direction
Original Position central point (0,0)
Step Period 30 seconds
Observation Period 3600 seconds
Number of Traces 10000 for each SDTA value
3Settings in this research are based on the normal walking behaviours but scalable to other scenarios.
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Figure 3.13: 100 Traces Generated by Setting SDTA to 10 Degrees
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Figure 3.14: Trace Points Sampled at Selected Steps from 1000 Traces (Set
SDTA to 10 Degrees)
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Figure 3.15: Frequency Statistics of Displacement Angle Sampled at Selected
Steps from 1000 Traces (Set SDTA to 10 Degrees)
As shown in Figure 3.15, the frequency of a particular displacement angle is counted
at each sampled step. The statistical results visually show a trend towards the Normal
distribution. To test the normality, the Shapiro-Wilk test [Roy95] is employed and the
Shapiro-Wilk null hypothesis is “the sample distribution is normal with unspecified mean
and variance.” The significance level for the test is set to 0.05 which is a default value.
The corresponding p-value can be obtained using Matlab, which is shown in Table 3-C.
According to Table 3-C, p-values are all larger than the significance level for the
test, therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. That is, the distribution of
displacement angles is proved to be Normal distribution. Meanwhile, this normality can
also be proved by the following Q-Q plot (Figure 3.16), as the data plot appears linear
against Normal distribution.
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Table 3-C: Shapiro-Wilk Test Results
Step Number 1 21 41 61 81 101
p-value 0.3186 0.2290 0.6877 0.8615 0.7095 0.9398
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Figure 3.16: Q-Q Plot of Sampled Displacement Angles versus Standard Nor-
mal
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Figure 3.17: Fitted Model Parameters at Different Step Numbers (Set SDTA
to 10 Degrees)
By fitting the simulated frequency distribution of each sampled step to the bell-
shape curve given in (3.26), functional relationships are reflected between the three
model parameters and the step numbers. As shown in Figure 3.17, the amplitude factor
decreases and the scale factor increases non-linearly with increasing step number, whilst
the centroid factor remains constant. With the ‘NonlinearLeastSquares’ fitting method
and ‘Trust-Region’ fitting algorithm provided by the MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox,
the factor relationships are obtained as


α = a1 · ia2 + a3
β = 0
γ = b1 · ib2 + b3
(3.27)
where α,β,γ are the three factors defined in (3.26), a1,a2,a3,b1,b2,b3 are parametric con-
stants, and i denotes the step number.
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Figure 3.18: Further Fitted Model Parameters at Different SDTA Values
As shown in Figure 3.18, further fitting the parameters obtained in (3.27), the rela-
tionships can be found with the SDTA. Using the same fitting technique, the parameter
relationships are obtained as 

a1 = p1 · σp2
a2 = p3
a3 = p4 · σp5
b1 = p6 · σ + p7
b2 = p8
b3 = p9 · σ + p10
(3.28)
where a1,a2,a3,b1,b2,b3 are parametric constants defined in (3.27), p1 to p10 are fitting
parameters, and σ denotes the SDTA.
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Based on equations (3.26)(3.27) and (3.28), the curve shape can be defined as a
parametric model


fshape (z, σ, i) = α (σ, i) · exp
(
−
(
z−β
γ(σ,i)
)2)
α (σ, i) = (p1 · ip2) · σp3 + (p4 · ip5)
γ (σ, i) = (p6 · i+ p7) · σp8 + (p9 · i+ p10)
β = 0
(3.29)
where fshape denotes the curve shape function, z denotes the independent variable, σ
denotes the SDTA, i denotes the step number, and p1 to p10 are parameters (listed in
Table 3-D) solved under Table 3-B configurations.
Table 3-D: Solved Model Parameters
Parameters Values 95% Confidence Bounds
p1 0.0675 ( 0.0662, 0.0687)
p2 -1.0210 (-1.0290,-1.0120)
p3 -0.1976 (-0.2087,-0.1865)
p4 -0.0157 (-0.0177,-0.0137)
p5 -1.1786 (-1.2360,-1.1210)
p6 0.1694 ( 0.1369, 0.2018)
p7 -0.0092 (-0.0252, 0.0067)
p8 0.5542 ( 0.5360, 0.5723)
p9 0.1627 ( 0.1211, 0.2042)
p10 0.0137 (-0.0067, 0.0342)
Then the probability distribution function of the displacement angle after certain
number of steps (denoted by fpdf) can be obtained as
Pr [ϕi = δ] = fpdf (δ, σ, i) =
fshape (δ, σ, i)
π∫
−π
fshape (z, σ, i)dz
. (3.30)
As shown in equation (3.30), the probability distribution of displacement angle varies
over steps and is dependent on SDTA. This distribution model provides a tool to quantify
the directional movement, which will be applied and evaluated in the next section.
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3.3.3 Contact Prediction (with Validation)
In Section 3.3.2, a parametric model is proposed to estimate the displacement angle
over a number of steps based on the Standard Deviation of the Turning Angles (SDTA).
Now we apply this estimation model in a three-phase approach to describe the contact
certainty based on the relative distance (denoted by r) from the original position of the
mobile target, and the relative angle (denoted by ϕ) measured with respect to the initial
movement direction of the mobile target.
For the first phase, an estimated step number (denoted by iest) is calculated as
iest =
r
V · T (3.31)
where V denotes the average speed and T denotes the step period.
For the second phase, the range of directional coverage is given as
[ϕcovermin , ϕ
cover
max ] (3.32)
ϕcovermin = ϕ− sin
(
R
r
)
(3.33)
ϕcovermax = ϕ+ sin
(
R
r
)
(3.34)
where ϕcovermin , ϕ
cover
max ∈ [−π, π] denotes the minimum/maximum coverage angle and R
denotes the radius of contact range.
For the third phase, the contact certainty (denoted by µest) is finally described as
µest = Pr [ϕ
cover
max > ϕiest > ϕ
cover
min ]
=
∫ ϕcovermax
ϕcovermin
fpdf (δ, σ, iest) dδ
= fσ (r, ϕ)
(3.35)
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where fσ denotes the estimation function given σ.
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Figure 3.19: Spatial Distribution of Contact Certainty Based on the Estima-
tion Model for Different Values of SDTA
Thus, the contact certainty is formulated as a spatial distribution given SDTA. This
distribution model describes statistically predicable contact with spatial points, which is
later applied for the selection of stationary relay node(s). With configurations specified
by Table 3-E, a simulation is firstly conducted to visually demonstrate this distribution
model.
Table 3-E: Simulation Configurations for Contact Prediction
Parameters Values
Mobility Configurations Same with Table 3-B
Model Parameters Same with Table 3-D
Region Size 10000*10000 metres
Grid Size 500*500 metres
Radius of Contact Range 750 metres
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As shown in Figure 3.19, the geographical region is equally divided into multiple grid
squares, where the mobile node is originally located at the central grid point with initial
movement direction towards the x-axis positive direction. Based on equation (3.35), the
contact certainty is estimated for each grid point for a given SDTA. The results show
that this model can reflect the decreasing predictability with increasing value of SDTA
(i.e. less directional correlation). The varying predictability does not affect the central
nine grid points because they are directly contactable and no estimation is required.
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Figure 3.20: Box Plot of Certainty Difference for the Accuracy Validation
To further validate the model accuracy, test traces are generated synthetically (100
traces for each SDTA value with same parameters listed in Table 3-B). The ratio of
contactable traces is calculated for each grid point as the tested contact certainty. The
certainty difference is defined as the tested certainty minus the estimated certainty, so a
positive difference value reveals an underestimate and a negative difference value reveals
an overestimate. In Figure 3.20, the certainty difference at each grid points is shown
for different SDTA values. Because equation (3.35) is not an accurate calculation of
contact probability, either underestimation or overestimation may exist as the results
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show. However, it can be observed the model can adaptively react to the varying SDTA
so that the difference values are mostly bounded by 0.1 and the rare extreme values are
roughly bounded by 0.25. As a conclusion, the approximate estimation model can reflect
the effect of directional correlation on contact certainty.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, the directional movement is firstly modelled and investigated on the basis
of correlated random walks. A statistical experiment is conducted and the results reveal
that predictability of directional movement exists. Given the described contact model,
an approach is proposed and shown to be feasible to quantify contact opportunities
created by the directional movement. An application of this contact prediction model is
provided in Chapter 4 for strategic forwarding.
Chapter 4
Optimisation of Delivery Utility
for Efficient Dissemination
Starting with an overview of the scenario description, two types of relay selection are
addressed in this chapter. For the case of individual delivery, the relay node is indepen-
dently selected for each target node. For the case of group delivery, a relay node may
serve multiple targets, which provides more potential for optimising network resource
utilisation but increases the complexity of the selection problem at the same time.
4.1 Scenario Overview
Consider a SDMSN system where there is one central controller located at the sink node
and one local controller located in each sensor node (note that these controllers are
logical entities rather than physical nodes). During the system operation, the central
controller is responsible for distributing control messages to local controllers regarding
instructions for local data forwarding. For control-plane communication, the control
policy may change over time and the central controller is required to get the updated
control message to all corresponding local controllers.
78
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For the considered scenario, the sink node is stationary; a sensor node can be either
a stationary node or a mobile node, where the stationary nodes always stay still while
the mobile nodes are able to move. The research problem of control message distribution
is formulated as how to efficiently deliver the control message from the sink node (cen-
tral controller) over a sensor network consisting of stationary nodes and mobile nodes.
As such control information dissemination is neither frequent nor delay-sensitive, the
opportunistic forwarding is considered to improve the dissemination efficiency.
As shown in Figure 4.1, node 0 is the sink node (i.e. central controller) and nodes
1-9 are sensor nodes (i.e. local controllers), where nodes 1-7 are stationary nodes and
nodes 8-9 are mobile nodes. For this example, the control message targets are node
1,5,9, which includes both the stationary node and the mobile node. To focus on the
research challenge of efficient delivery to mobile nodes, it is further considered that all
message targets are mobile (i.e. sensors attached to or implanted within animals) in the
remainder of this chapter.
Figure 4.1: Scenario Overview
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4.2 Relay Selection for Individual Delivery
For the case of individual delivery, the relay node is independently selected for each
target node. The research focus of this case is to identify the relay node with least
possible forwarding hops given enough confidence of later contact with the target node.
Starting from the scenario model, the research problem is formulated and discussed in
this section.
4.2.1 Scenario Model
Based on predictable contact modelled in Chapter 3, strategies can be made for efficient
forwarding. Let mk denote the task of delivering a control message from the sink node to
a mobile target node, and a whole set of tasks is denoted by M. Because each delivery
task can have its own target, the subscript k is used in later notations to specify the
relationship to a certain delivery task mk. In this section, we assume these delivery tasks
are independent, which represents a generalised scenario that can be either a delivery to
a whole group of targets or separate deliveries to a single target. The strategy of relay
sharing for group delivery, as in [CYY16], is discussed in the next section. Considering
delivery tasks of different importance is beyond the scope of this thesis.
For the control message with delay tolerance, predictable contact can be considered
in order to reduce the number of transmissions. Let Bk denote the delay budget of mk,
then the corresponding maximum allowed step number (denoted by λk) can be calculated
as
λk = ⌊Bk
T
⌋. (4.1)
Thus, for example, if the delay budget is 1300 seconds and the length of a step period is
200 seconds then there are 6 permitted steps.
As with the delivery scheme considered in [CYY16], packets are firstly sent to the
selected stationary relay nodes by multi-hop forwarding for later last-hop delivery. Then
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the delivery is accomplished by the stationary relay node when the mobile target node
is directly contactable. Based on the fuzzy set defined by equation (3.18), qualified
candidate stationary nodes for mk can be defined as
Nk (η) = {nj | µλk (nj) > η} (4.2)
where nj denotes a target node, µλk denotes the contact probability within step bound
λk, and η denotes a threshold of contact probability.
Note that η (i.e. a threshold of contact probability) plays an important role in
the opportunistic forwarding. More precisely, η defines a minimum acceptable contact
probability. The lower value of η, the more tolerance of delivery failure is reflected
(e.g. due to less importance of delivery or possible backup schemes), and therefore the
opportunistic forwarding is more encouraged for optimisations.
As the stationary nodes form a fixed network topology, we assume knowledge of
forwarding hops from the sink node to any stationary node nj is available at the sink
node, which is denoted by Hj. For each delivery, the stationary node with the least
forwarding hops is selected from the candidates and hk (η) denotes the minimum hop
number for mk given η.
4.2.2 Problem Formulation
Without considering retransmission and duplication issues, energy consumed due to
transmissions is primarily1 proportional to the number of forwarding hops. As the final
hop from the relay to the target should be counted as well, the forwarding cost for mk
is defined as
ck (η) = 1 + hk (η) (4.3)
1This is a simplification made on the basis that the link quality is assumed to be similar for wireless
nodes. It is a common way to simplify the application scenario for the research of wireless multi-hop
communications, for example in [NF16] and [CYY16]. Such assumption may not stand if nodes/obstacles
are very unevenly distributed, which is out-of-scope for this thesis.
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where ck denotes the forwarding cost and the plus one counts for the expected last-hop
delivery.
As defined by equation (4.2), any stationary node selected from Nk (η) guarantees
the probability η for on-time contact with the mobile target. Ideally, such contact is
considered to be a successful delivery and therefore the satisfactory degree of delivery is
expected to be
sk (η) = η (4.4)
where sk (η) denotes the expectation of delivery satisfactory degree given η.
Finally, the delivery utility is considered as a metric to assess the efficiency of the
completion of the whole set of delivery tasks. As the ratio of overall satisfactory degree
to the overall forwarding cost, the delivery utility (denoted by u) is defined as
u (η) =
∑
mk∈M
sk (η)∑
mk∈M
ck (η)
=
M · η
M +
∑
mk∈M
hk (η)
=
η
1 + havg (η)
6
η
1 + hmin (η)
(4.5)
where u (η) denotes the achievable utility given η,M denotes the total number of delivery
tasks, havg (η) denotes the average forwarding hops over all the deliveries, and hmin (η)
denotes the minimum forwarding hops for a single delivery.
The utility value reflects the satisfactory degree contributed by each forwarding hop
for the whole set of delivery tasks. Note that the delivery utility is not simply propor-
tional to the threshold value η, because it is also dependent on the average forwarding
hops (which is very likely to be reduced with decreasing threshold value due to the oppor-
tunistic forwarding). Although direct optimisation of delivery utility is impossible, as it
requires analysis on a case-by-case basis, equation (4.5) shows that the maximum utility
value is bounded by the minimum forwarding hops for a single delivery. Consequently,
it is possible to realise a higher achievable utility by adjusting η, as a lower value of
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required threshold can provide more candidates and therefore the minimum forwarding
hop number tends to decrease. To explore this possibility, further analysis and simulation
(with validation) are conducted.
4.2.3 Simulation and Discussion
In Section 4.2.2, mathematical analysis of the strategy model reveals the possibility of
higher achievable utility by adjusting the threshold of contact certainty in stationary
relay node selection. We now further explore its practical effect in a simulation scenario
(configurations specified by Table 4-A).
Table 4-A: Simulation Configurations for Relay Selection
Parameters Values
Network Area 10000*10000 metres
Transmission Range 750 metres
Number of Stationary Nodes 21*21
Deployment of Stationary Nodes uniformly distributed
Sink Node Location bottom right corner
Routing Algorithm position-based greedy
Original Position random within network area
Initial Direction random within [−π, π]
Number of Delivery Tasks 1000
As shown in Figure 4.2, a rectangular region is considered as the network area where
a certain number of stationary nodes (denoted by blue squares) are uniformly deployed.
Single-hop connectivities (denoted by blue dashed lines) exist between neighbouring sta-
tionary nodes, which form a grid network topology. One of the stationary nodes (located
at the bottom right corner in our case) serves as the sink node which connects to the
outside of the network area. A certain number of delivery tasks are to be accomplished,
where all the deliveries come from the sink node and each goes to a mobile target node.
The original position (denoted by a blue circle) and initial movement direction (denoted
by a blue solid line) of the mobile target node are randomly and independently decided
for each delivery task.
To accomplish a delivery task, one stationary node is selected from a set of candi-
dates (denoted by black dots) as the last-hop relay. The selected stationary relay node
(denoted by a black asterisk) is responsible for the direct delivery when the mobile tar-
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Figure 4.2: Illustrated Delivery Solution for the Third of Five Tasks (Based
on the Linear Trajectory Model by Setting Delay Budget to 3000
Seconds)
get node is contactable. Based on the network topology formed by stationary nodes,
the sink node connects to the selected stationary relay node by a multi-hop forwarding
route. Position-based unicast routing is considered for packet forwarding due to its low
computational effort and communication overhead [SMZ07]. In Figure 4.2, the black
solid line shows the multi-hop forwarding route and the black dash-dot line indicates the
expected contact with the mobile target node. By selecting the stationary node with the
fewest possible forwarding hops as the relay node, the transmission times can be reduced
which is beneficial for prolonging network lifetime. Thus, the remaining problem is to
list candidates from stationary nodes based on the mobility information.
In Figure 4.3 and 4.4, we show the limitation of a linear trajectory model and how
our proposed fuzzy path model overcomes it. To evaluate the performance of the relay
selection scheme, synthetic traces are generated (one trace for each delivery task) and
the trace generation is repeated for different SDTA values (referring to Table 3-B). For
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Figure 4.3: Effect of Delay Budget on Linear Trajectory Model
delivery without delay tolerance (i.e. the delay budget equals zero in Figure 4.3), the
stationary relay node is selected from the immediate neighbouring nodes identified given
the latest position of the mobile node. With increasing budget of delivery delay (500,
1000, 2000, and 3000 seconds in Figure 4.3), more stationary nodes can be listed as
candidates by predicting contact based on the linear trajectory model and therefore the
number of forwarding hops can be reduced. However, the delivery ratio2 will decrease
at the same time, which worsens with higher SDTA because of the lower persistence of
directional movement. Consequently, the delivery utility (as defined in equation (4.5))
will decrease with increasing SDTA especially when the delay budget is large, which is
shown in Figure 4.4(a). In contrast, the achievable utility is nearly constant over varying
SDTA even for a large delay budget (as shown in Figure 4.4(b)), because the proposed
fuzzy path model can actively adapt to different degrees of directional correlation.
In Figure 4.5, more details of the comparison are given for a relative large delay
2The percentage of delivery tasks which are accomplished within delay budget.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of Delivery Utility for Different Values of Delay Bud-
get and SDTA
budget (3000 seconds in this case). For the scheme without prediction, only immediate
neighbouring nodes can be selected as the relay and therefore the utility is constant
and does not change with SDTA, which overlooks the opportunity of exploiting node
movement. For the scheme based on a linear trajectory model, the utility decreases
with increasing SDTA due to lower delivery ratio caused by more randomness in the
movement. Due to the large delay budget, the linear trajectory model is no longer
accurate for contact prediction so the achieved utility is always worse than the scheme
without prediction. With the proposed fuzzy path model, higher delivery utility can
be achieved because of its dynamic reaction to the directional correlation. As shown in
Figure 4.5, the achievable delivery ratio can be adjusted flexibly based on the threshold
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of Delivery Utility for Different Values of SDTA (Set-
ting Delay Budget to 3000 Seconds)
of certainty degree. By setting a higher threshold, the utility achieved by the fuzzy path
model approximates the scheme without prediction, due to lower allowed uncertainty.
The results show that the delivery utility achieved by the proposed fuzzy path model
outperforms the linear trajectory model when the threshold value is no less than 0.6.
For the performance at the threshold value of 0.6, the delivery utility increases after a
certain SDTA value (15 degrees in this case) because fewer candidates can be identified.
With a relative high threshold (no less than 0.8 in this case), the performance is always
no worse than the scheme without prediction. Even when the threshold value equals 1.0,
a higher utility can still be achieved when the SDTA is small (5 degrees in this case)
as directivity of movement is strong enough to be exploited. Besides, it is shown that
the mobility with a relative small value of SDTA (less than 30 degrees in this case) the
directional movement can be exploited to facilitate packet forwarding.
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In summary, our proposal advances the state-of-the-art because the directional corre-
lation of target node movement is considered, allowing node mobility to be dynamically
exploited for the optimal selection of the stationary relay node. Simulation results show
that higher delivery utility can be achieved by the proposed fuzzy path model compared
with a forwarding scheme without contact prediction or one based on linear trajectory
prediction. In conclusion, the directional movement is exploitable for the dissemination
of delay-tolerant information especially when moderate uncertainty is allowed. Further
research can be conducted to devise appropriate forwarding strategies for different sce-
narios. Above contents have been published in the journal paper “Movement-Aware
Relay Selection for Delay-Tolerant Information Dissemination in Wildlife Tracking and
Monitoring Applications”.
4.3 Relay Selection for Group Delivery
For the case of group delivery, a relay node may serve multiple target nodes. Therefore,
this research case focuses on finding optimised relay(s) to reduce overall forwarding while
retaining satisfaction of group delivery. In this section, solutions are proposed for the
formulated problem with performance evaluation.
4.3.1 Scenario Model
Consider a packet from the sink node to a group of target nodes (denoted by Ntgt). In
previous works such as [CYY16], the delivery is simply required to be finished before a
maximum acceptable delay is reached. However, for the dissemination of control infor-
mation, there exists more-or-less flexibility regarding acceptable delay, which brings opti-
misation opportunities that are overlooked by existing works. To this end, our research
describes the delay sensitivity by a two-level budget model:
• The first-level budget (called the main budget) has a soft boundary and any earlier
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delivery is considered to be a fully satisfied delivery;
• The second-level budget (called the extra budget) has a firm boundary and any
later delivery is considered to be a fully unsatisfactory delivery.
• For the delivery delay between these two boundaries (i.e. within the range of the
extra budget), it contributes to decreasing satisfaction of delivery.
This two-level budget model describes the relationship between delivery satisfaction
and delivery delay, called a delay budget function (denoted by fdb). Theoretically, the
delay budget function can be any type of monotonically decreasing function. In this
thesis, we focus on the case of a sigmoid curve which provides a smooth transition to
reflect a realistic tolerance of acceptable delay. Thus, the raw delay budget function is
given as
f∗db (τ) =
1
1 + e
̟
(
τ−
τ1+τ2
2
) (4.6)
where τ > 0 denotes the delivery delay3, τ1 > 0 denotes the first-level budget boundary,
τ2 > τ1 denotes the second-level budget boundary, and ̟ denotes a functional factor.
Given τ1 and τ2, the functional factor ̟ can be calculated as
̟ =
2 ln
(
(1− ε)−1 − 1
)
τ1 − τ2 (4.7)
where ε is a constant that satisfies ε > 0 and ε 6= 1. The smaller ε brings more accuracy
because the budget function can have less decrement before τ1. The value of ε is set to
be 0.001 which is sufficiently accurate for our research.
Let the delivery satisfaction be a degree value between 0 and 1, so the budget function
is further normalised as
fdb (τ) =
1 + e
−̟
(
τ1+τ2
2
)
1 + e
̟
(
τ−
τ1+τ2
2
) . (4.8)
3As the delivery delay is dominated by the waiting time at the stationary relay, the transmission
delay is considered to be negligible in our research, and the case of zero delay represents direct delivery
without waiting.
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Figure 4.6: Delay Budget Function When the Main Budget is 500 Seconds
In Figure 4.6, the delay budget function is illustrated for a case where the main bud-
get is 500 seconds. This figure shows that the delivery satisfaction starts to decrease from
the first-level budget boundary and becomes zero at the second-level budget boundary.
With such a transition range, a larger delivery delay is still allowed (but less encouraged)
even if the main budget is exceeded, which provides more flexibility in relay selection.
For instance, the possibility of 510 seconds delay can be considered for making a possible
better offer in other respects (e.g. much fewer forwarding hops). The optimisation oppor-
tunity brought by this flexible delivery delay requirement will be further investigated in
the remainder of this section.
4.3.2 Problem Formulation with Proposed Solutions
Given the underlying schemes that are already described in Section 4.3.1, the research
problem now focuses on the optimisation of the relay strategy. The relay strategy is
considered to be a decision (made by the sink node) that determines relay selection and
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target assignment for achieving a group delivery. Based on knowledge of predictable node
contact and tolerable delivery delay, how to identify feasible opportunities for relay shar-
ing is the key issue to be addressed. In this section, the research problem is formulated
and solutions are proposed.
4.3.2.1 Problem Formulation
Two optimisation objectives are considered to formulate the research problem: 1) max-
imise the cost reduction of group delivery; 2) maximise the requirement satisfaction of
group delivery. To reflect potential conflicts between these two objectives, this optimi-
sation problem is required to be formally formulated for further analysis.
Let xij denote a binary indicator of the target assignment decision, such that
xij =


1 if relay ni is responsible for target nj
0 otherwise.
(4.9)
where ni ∈ N crly denotes a candidate relay node and nj ∈ Ntgt denotes a target node. For
the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that all the candidate relay nodes (i.e. N crly where
the superscript c denotes they are candidates to be selected from) are stationary nodes
and all the target nodes (i.e. Ntgt) are mobile nodes in the remainder of this section.
Then a relay strategy matrix (denoted by X) can be represented as
X =


x11 x12 x13 . . . x1J
x21 x22 x23 . . . x2J
...
...
...
. . .
...
xI1 xI2 xI3 . . . xIJ


= (xij)I×J (4.10)
where I denotes the number of candidate relay nodes, and J denotes the number of
delivery target nodes.
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For the strategy matrix X, each row represents the relay node selection for a specific
target node nj and each column represents the target node assignment for a specific
candidate relay node ni. The whole set of selected relays can be represented as
Nrly = {ni|xij = 1} , nj ∈ Ntgt. (4.11)
Note that multiple target nodes may have the same relay node, which is equivalent
to sharing a relay node for a subgroup of targets. The subgroup of targets which are
assigned to ni can be represented as
Ntgt|ni = {nj|xij = 1} , ni ∈ N crly. (4.12)
Under the relay strategy X, let C∗X denote the overall reduction
4 of forwarding hops
and D∗X denote the overall satisfaction
5 of delivery requirement, i.e.
C∗X = H −
∑
ni∈Nrly
fhd (ni) (4.13)
D∗X =
∑
nj∈Ntgt
(fcc (~ρij) · fdb (τij)) (4.14)
where H denotes the sum of least forwarding hops for group relay selection based on
immediate delivery (i.e. no movement prediction), fdb denotes the delay budget function,
and fhd denotes the hop distance (from the sink node). fcc denotes the contact certainty
function (defined in equation (3.35)) and ~ρij = (rij , ϕij) denotes the relative position
between stationary node ni and mobile node nj. The estimation of the contact delay
between ni and nj (denoted by τij) is based on the minimum required steps.
4No multicast tree construction is considered for this thesis but further research could be conducted
beyond this basic case.
5It is assumed that each individual delivery independently contributes to the group delivery, so the
overall satisfaction is a sum of the individual satisfactions.
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Let C∗X and D
∗
X be normalised as a degree value between 0 and 1 such that
CX =
H −∑ni∈Nrly fhd (ni)
H
(4.15)
DX =
∑
nj∈Ntgt
(fcc (~ρij) · fdb (τij))
J
(4.16)
where J denotes the number of targets, CX is called the reduction degree of overall cost,
and DX is called the satisfaction degree of group delivery.
Given all the possible relay strategy matrices X ∈ Ω (where Ω denotes the whole
space of feasible solutions), the problem is to find a suitable strategy considering two
optimisation objectives: maximise the reduction degree of overall cost (i.e. CX); max-
imise the satisfaction degree of group delivery (i.e. DX).
4.3.2.2 Group Relay Selection (Design of Evolutionary Approach)
To solve the formulated problem, an approach based on the evolutionary algorihtm is
proposed here. As discussed in Section 2.5, the Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm
(MOGA) [DK01] is adopted because it is a standard evolutionary algorithm which is
suitable for solving combinatorial optimisation problems (as formulated in Section 4.3.2).
Based on the MOGA [DK01] implementation6, the group relay selection is considered
from the following three aspects:
A. Population The main issue to be addressed in the evolutionary approach design
is to reduce the solution space for better and faster searching. Without such a reduction,
it is hard to obtain a suitable solution in a limited time due to the existence of too many
possibilities.
Therefore, instead of using the strategy matrix X, a chromosome is proposed to be
6The algorithm follows default settings of the standard implementation provided by the MATLAB
Global Optimization Toolbox unless otherwise stated.
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a binary selection vector (denoted by ~l) as
~l =


l1
l2
...
lI


. (4.17)
Then a combination of selected relays can be indicated by
Nrly = {ni|li = 1}, ni ∈ N crly. (4.18)
Let L denote a population which consists of a number of chromosomes. An initial
population (generation zero) is generated randomly7 as
L(0) =
{
~l1,~l2, . . . ,~lL
}
(4.19)
where L denotes the number of chromosomes in the population.
B. Calculation Although the search space can be reduced by using the selection
vector ~l, a strategy matrix is still required to evaluate the chromosome fitness (i.e. the
two optimisation objectives). For generating the strategy matrix from a selection vector,
a default assignment matrix is defined as Xˆ = (xˆij)I×J such that,
xˆij =


1 if fcc (~ρij) · fdb (τij) > 0
0 otherwise.
(4.20)
which means that each target node is assigned to all feasible relay candidates.
Given a selection vector ~l, a corresponding raw strategy matrix based on the default
7For later evaluation, the solutions found by four greedy schemes are included in the initial population
to assess the searching performance.
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assignment can be generated as
X∗ =
(
x∗ij
)
I×J
= ~l · Xˆ. (4.21)
Note that the raw strategy matrix brings redundant assignments (i.e. a target node
can be assigned to more than one relay node). Although this redundancy can improve
the delivery reliability, our research focuses on relay sharing opportunities to reduce the
delivery cost and therefore a basic case is considered such that only one target is assigned
to one relay (but further research could be conducted beyond this basic case).
Algorithm 1 Raw Strategy Matrix Adjustment and Evaluation
1: input: ni ∈ N η|njrly , nj ∈ Ntgt, X∗
2: (xij)I×J ← (0)I×J //initialise an I-by-J matrix of zeros
3: for each nj do
4: var ← 0 //initialise a variable for finding maximum
5: for each ni do
6: if x∗ij = 1 and fcc (~ρij) · fdb (τij) > var then
7: record ni as the best relay for nj
8: var ← fcc (~ρij) · fdb (τij) //record a bigger value
9: end if
10: end for
11: xi′j ← 1, where ni′ denotes the recorded best relay for nj // the target is assigned
to only one best relay
12: end for
13: X ← (xij)I×J // obtain the strategy matrix
14: calculate CX based on Equation (4.15)
15: calculate DX based on Equation (4.16)
16: return X, CX , DX
Based on Algorithm 1, the raw strategy matrix is adjusted to reduce the redundancy
and the corresponding fitness values can be calculated. From line 3 to line 12, one
best relay node is recorded for each target node. These recorded relay(s) generates the
strategy matrix in line 13. In this way, the redundant assignments can be eliminated in
the final strategy matrix (which is equivalent to adjusting a raw strategy matrix) and
then the fitness values are calculated in line 14 and 15.
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C. Iteration Given an initial population and the specified fitness calculation, the
algorithm leads later generations to evolve towards the optimal solutions iteratively.
The production of a new generation follows the general procedure as:
• select parents from the current population;
• create children by using genetic operators (crossover / mutation) on selected par-
ents;
• calculate fitness using the Algorithm 1 and eliminate inferior chromosomes to retain
a fixed size of population.
The iterative mechanism finally terminates when the process reaches a specified gen-
eration/time limit or there is sufficient convergence in the solutions. A set of Pareto
optimal solutions is provided when the algorithm terminates along with their achieved
fitness values.
4.3.2.3 Group Relay Selection (Design of Greedy Approach)
Considering evolutionary algorithms always require iterative computation which can be
inefficient, another approach is proposed here based on the greedy algorithm as an alter-
native.
In [CYY16], a greedy algorithm is proposed for trajectory-based group message deliv-
ery. With the relay selection performed by this algorithm, relay nodes can be shared for
group delivery so that the overall forwarding hops can be reduced for a given delay bud-
get. As shown in Algorithm 2, the algorithm proposed by [CYY16] solves the problem
of group relay selection in two phases:
• For the first phase (from line 7 to line 13), the serving list is identified as a list of
targets who can be served by a certain stationary relay.
• For the second phase (from line 14 to line 26), one stationary relay is selected each
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round until the serving lists cover all mobile targets.
Finally, a strategy matrix can be obtained in line 27 as the output of the algorithm.
Algorithm 2 Greedy Algorithm for Group Relay Selection
1: input: ni ∈ N η|njrly , nj ∈ Ntgt, τˆ
//Initialisation
2: Sed ← ∅ //initialise an empty set of covered targets
3: (xij)I×J ← (0)I×J //initialise an I-by-J matrix of zeros
4: for each pair of ni and nj do
5: Sij ← {nj} //initialise its serving list
6: end for
//The first phase: serving list identification
7: for each pair of ni and nj do
8: for each nj′ 6= nj do
9: if τij 6 τij′ and τij′ 6 τˆ then
10: Sij = Sij ∪ nj′ //add this target node to the list
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
//The second phase: group relay selection
14: while |Sed| < |Ntgt| do
15: var ←∞ //initialise a variable for finding minimum
16: Snew ← ∅ //an empty list to record newly covered targets
17: for each pair of ni and nj do
18: Sdiff ← ((Sij ∪ Sed)− Sed) //find newly covered targets
19: if fmc(ni,Sdiff) < var then
20: record ni as the relay to be selected this round
21: var ← fmc(ni,Sdiff), Snew ← Sdiff
22: end if
23: end for
24: Sed ← Sed ∪ Snew //update the set of covered targets
25: xi′j ← 1 for nj ∈ Snew, where ni′ denotes the recorded relay to be selected this
round
26: end while
27: X ← (xij)I×J // obtain the strategy matrix
28: return X
Our algorithm design bears the same greedy algorithm principle as in [CYY16]. How-
ever, it should be noted that the algorithm in [CYY16] is not directly applicable to
our research scenario. Firstly, accurate trajectory knowledge assumed by [CYY16] is
unavailable so the serving list cannot be explicitly known. In addition, an exact budget
boundary may not exist (due to the existence of the extra budget) and this situation
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is not considered by [CYY16]. To this end, our research provides two variants of the
greedy algorithm:
• The method of Delay Boundary based Relay Selection (DBRS) is proposed for
the scenario where mobile nodes randomly move with directional correlation. The
DBRS is considered as the performance benchmark because it has no awareness of
the extra delay budget as with the method proposed in [CYY16].
• A new method of Satisfaction Degree based Relay Selection (SDRS) is proposed
to consider the extra delay budget in group relay selection. Based on the design of
DBRS, the SDRS has additional awareness so better performance can be expected.
A. DBRS Design The main issue to be addressed in the DBRS design is the iden-
tification of the serving list in the first phase of the problem solution. Without accurate
trajectory knowledge, it becomes hard to identify a list of targets who can be served by
a certain stationary relay.
To overcome the difficulty brought about by the randomness of node movement, a
threshold (denoted by η) of contact certainty is proposed to qualify a set of candidate
stationary relays as
N η|njrly = {ni|fcc (~ρij) > η} , ni ∈ N crly. (4.22)
With the qualified candidates, a serving list (denoted by Sij) can be found for each
pair of Stationary Relay ni and Mobile Target nj (called the SRMT pair) according to
the condition that
Sij =
{
nj′|τij 6 τij′ 6 τˆ
}
nj ∈ Ntgt, nj′ ∈ Ntgt (4.23)
where τˆ denotes a budget boundary to identify a serving list.
Then, the second phase of problem solution starts from an empty set of covered
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targets. After each evaluation round, one stationary relay will be selected and the
number of covered targets will increase (added from corresponding serving list). The
procedure of relay selection ends when the selected relays can cover all mobile targets.
Given the current set of covered targets, each SRMT pair can be evaluated by a
cost metric (the hop distance averaged by the number of newly covered targets). The
calculation of this cost metric is same as the cost calculation proposed by [CYY16] as
fDBmc (ni,Sdiff) =
fhd(ni)
|Sdiff| (4.24)
where fDBmc denotes the metric calculation used in DBRS, fhd(ni) denotes the hop distance
from the sink node to ni, Sdiff denotes a list of newly covered targets (obtained from line
18 in Algorithm 2), and |Sdiff| denotes the size of this list.
Note that this DBRS scheme relies on the assumption that all deliveries before a
given delay τˆ contribute the same degree of delivery satisfaction. However, in our research
scenario, the satisfaction degree gradually decreases after the first-level budget boundary
is exceeded. Without this awareness in the algorithm, optimisation opportunities can be
overlooked and therefore the SDRS design is also proposed.
B. SDRS Design The main issue to be addressed in the SDRS design is the consid-
eration of the extra delay budget in the second phase of the problem solution. During
the first phase, it is similar to our DBRS design except that the budget boundary is
fixed to the second-level budget boundary (i.e. τˆ = τ2) to provide all possible candidate
stationary relays.
After the first phase, all the contactable targets within the second-level budget bound-
ary are included in the serving list. Thus the cost metric should reflect the difference in
delivery satisfaction. Instead of treating all the newly served targets the same, the hop
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distance is averaged by the sum of their satisfaction degree as
fSDmc (ni,Sdiff) =
fhd(ni)∑
nj∈Sdiff
fdb (τij)
(4.25)
where fSDmc denotes the metric calculation used in SDRS and fdb denotes the delay budget
function.
Compared with DBRS, a more generalised form of cost calculation is provided by
SDRS. Because the delivery satisfaction is considered in relay selection, SDRS can make
improved decisions and therefore better delivery performance can be achieved. In the
next section, DBRS and SDRS will be compared and evaluated, together with an evolu-
tionary approach.
4.3.3 Simulation and Evaluation
In Section 4.3.2, the research problem is formulated and solutions are proposed to select
relay node(s) for group delivery. Now, we further evaluate the performance of proposed
solutions in different simulation scenarios.
4.3.3.1 Scenario Description
For WSN applications such as habitat monitoring [CEE+01], it is quite common that
low-cost wireless nodes are densely deployed over a geographical area. Figure 4.7 shows
a scenario where a number of stationary nodes (denoted by squares) are deployed within
a rectangular region. A base scenario is defined for our simulations where stationary
nodes are uniformly distributed over 10000*10000 metre area as a 21*21 grid.
It is assumed that at a certain time point during network operations (treated as the
current time), a packet is planned to be delivered to a group of mobile nodes (denoted by
circles) which are randomly located within the base scenario area. These mobile nodes
represent the sensors deployed on moving objects such as animals in the application
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Figure 4.7: Example Simulation Scenario (Relay Sharing without Movement
Prediction)
scenario. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the packet source (i.e. the sink
node) is the stationary node at the bottom right corner.
In our research, radio coverage is considered to be limited (e.g. subject to device size
and/or surrounding environment such as forest or underwater) and therefore the packet
delivery mainly relies on multi-hop forwarding. It is assumed that the stationary nodes
can form a grid topology to perform forwarding. Considering the base scenario used for
our simulations, the communication radius of wireless nodes is set to be 750m (which is
a feasible range referring to [SMZ07]) so that each stationary node is able to contact its
neighbour nodes.
It is typically possible to achieve group packet delivery with fewer hops by strategic
forwarding. Instead of immediate delivery to each target, the packet can be forwarded
(via routes shown as solid lines) to the selected relay nodes (denoted by asterisks) and
wait to be delivered when the target comes within the relay node coverage (indicated
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by dash-dot lines). By exploiting predictable contact and delay budget, the opportunity
of relay sharing can be brought to further reduce the overall forwarding hops. For the
instance shown in Figure 4.8, only ten relay nodes are used for twenty targets (instead
of fifteen relay nodes used in Figure 4.7) and therefore the overall forwarding hops can
be reduced, by exploiting movement prediction in relay selection.
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Figure 4.8: Example Simulation Scenario (Relay Sharing with Movement Pre-
diction)
Due to the contact uncertainty caused by movement randomness, proper selection
of relay nodes is necessary to ensure delivery satisfaction. For the example simulation
scenario (as shown in Figure 4.7), the trade-off between two objectives (defined in Equa-
tion (4.15) and (4.16)) can be reflected by the plot of the Pareto front (as shown in
Figure 4.9) which is obtained by MOGA (i.e. the evolutionary approach). Figure 4.9
shows that the cost reduction can firstly be improved without much loss of delivery satis-
faction but then the delivery satisfaction will degrade rapidly with little further increase
in the cost reduction. This means a further reduction of the delivery cost (beyond a
certain point) notably impacts on the delivery satisfaction and the two objectives are
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then indeed conflicted.
To further evaluate the overall delivery performance, the weighted sum of the two
objectives is calculated and shown in Figure 4.10. For an easier understanding, it is
worth noting that Figure 4.10 transforms the two value of objectives into one weighted
sum value. So the two-dimensional plot shown by Figure 4.9 becomes multiple one-
dimensional plots in Figure 4.10, given different weights of the cost reduction (the weight
of the delivery satisfaction can be known at the same time as the sum of weights given
as 1). Figure 4.10 shows the limit of overall delivery performance is a curve and there
is a concave region around the value where the two weights are similar. This concave
region indicates the two objectives cannot be simultaneously achieved, which results in
a performance limit. It is also shown that the concave region is biased to the higher
weight for cost reduction, which means it is harder to achieve cost reduction than the
delivery satisfaction.
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Figure 4.9: Trade-Off between Cost Reduction and Delivery Satisfaction
Shown by the Pareto Front
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Figure 4.10: Weighted Sum of the Pareto Front over Different Weight Values
4.3.3.2 Performance Analysis
To evaluate the delivery performance, simulation results are obtained from random sce-
narios for analysis. As described in Section 4.3.3.1, the scenario randomness comes from
the mobile targets (i.e. the initial location and direction are randomly chosen for each
simulation run). The obtained results are the average of multiple simulation runs (50
random seeds used).
The two objectives defined in Section 4.3.2 are considered as the performance met-
rics. As there is a trade-off between cost reduction and delivery satisfaction, these two
metrics are considered together for evaluation. Furthermore, the weighted sum of the
two objectives is introduced as an additional metric to reflect the overall performance
given the objective preference.
The following analysis is divided into three parts. For the first part, simulation
settings are investigated. For the second part, the two greedy schemes (i.e. DBRS and
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SDRS) are compared. For the third part, the performance of greedy schemes is evaluated
relative to the evolutionary approach.
A. Simulation Settings This part investigates how the simulation is influenced by
three related factors, namely the certainty threshold η, the Standard Deviation of the
Turning Angles (SDTA) σ, and the target node number J . The extra budget is set to 0
for this part so there is no difference between DBRS and SDRS. The main budget is the
control variable and the default value for other settings are η = 0.9, σ = 5, and J = 20
(obtained from our investigations).
Certainty Threshold With different values of certainty threshold, Figure 4.11
shows that a lower threshold does not improve the cost reduction (i.e. the CX defined in
Equation (4.15)) much but sightly degrades the delivery satisfaction (i.e. the DX defined
in Equation (4.16)). Therefore the default value of certainty threshold is set to 0.9 for
the remaining simulations unless otherwise stated.
Target Node Number With different numbers of target nodes, Figure 4.12 shows
that the cost reduction increases with number of targets. Given the number of target
nodes, higher reduction degree can be achieved by a larger delay budget, because there
are more opportunities of relay sharing. The satisfaction degree is relatively steady but
reflects a similar trend, due to the trade-off between the cost reduction and delivery sat-
isfaction. As our research focus is on group delivery, a relative large group is considered
and the default value of target number is set to 20 for the remaining simulations unless
otherwise stated.
SDTA Figure 4.13 shows that different values of the main budget can lead to
different delivery performance especially when SDTA is relatively small. With increasing
SDTA, the influence of the main budget decreases as the movement is less predictable for
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Figure 4.11: Investigation of Certainty Threshold (No Extra Budget)
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Figure 4.12: Investigation of Target Node Number (No Extra Budget)
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exploitation. The concave region shown in the delivery satisfaction results from no more
opportunistic forwarding after a certain SDTA value, as fewer contact opportunities can
be identified by the prediction model.
As our research focuses on directional movement with strong correlations, a small
SDTA is considered and the default value of SDTA is set to be 5 degrees for the remaining
simulations unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 4.13: Investigation of SDTA (No Extra Budget)
B. Performance Comparison of Greedy Schemes This section provides a per-
formance comparison of relay selection based on different greedy schemes. For the design
of DBRS, three kinds of budget boundary are considered: no delay budget (DBRS-N),
first-level budget boundary (DBRS-F), and second-level budget boundary (DBRS-S).
Consequently, there are four schemes to be compared: DBRS-N, DBRS-F, DBRS-S, and
SDRS. As mentioned in Section 4.3.2.3, SDRS is the proposed scheme with extra budget
awareness and is highlighted for comparison focusing on the benefit of the extra budget
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term. As discussed in the first part of the analysis, the following default settings are
adopted for the factors: η = 0.9, σ = 5, and J = 20.
Zero Main Budget In Figure 4.14, the DBRS-N and DBRS-F schemes have the
same performance as when the main budget is set to zero. Furthermore, the perfor-
mance of DBRS-N and DBRS-F do not vary with extra budget due to none-awareness
of this factor. With increasing value of extra budget, DBRS-S and SDRS both have an
increasing cost reduction degree and decreasing8 delivery satisfaction degree. Although
more cost reduction can be achieved by DBRS-S, SDRS can have a much lower impact
on the satisfaction given a similar cost reduction degree as the delay budget function is
considered in relay selection.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of Greedy Schemes for Zero Main Budget
8For the DBRS-S, the delivery satisfaction degree slightly increases when the extra budget is larger
than certain value. The reason is that the delay budget function (i.e. delivery requirements) is changed
with the changing value of extra budget. Then the same delivery delay (if within the range of extra
budget) contributes more delivery satisfaction and therefore the overall satisfaction is increased. Because
the delivery delay tends to be larger with a higher value of main budget, this effect becomes even more
significant in Figure 4.15, 4.16, 4.17, and SDRS is also affected in Figure 4.17.
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Small Main Budget For Figure 4.15, a small main budget is provided (set to 500
seconds). DBRS-F can achieve a higher cost reduction degree than DBRS-N because the
main budget brings more relay candidates into consideration and more opportunity for
relay sharing. Due to the strong directional correlation reflected by the small SDTA in the
simulation settings, a small main budget rarely introduces uncertainty and therefore the
satisfaction of DBRS-F is almost the same as for DBRS-N. In addition, the performance
of DBRS-N and DBRS-F do not vary with extra budget due to their lack of awareness of
this factor. DBRS-S and SDRS are similar in terms of their performance in Figure 4.14,
because a small value of main budget does not introduce much difference compared with
a zero main budget.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of Greedy Schemes for Small Main Budget (500s)
Medium Main Budget For Figure 4.16, the main budget is introduced as 1000
seconds so the gap between DBRS-N and DBRS-F (over the cost reduction degree) is
increased. Meanwhile, the delivery satisfaction of DBRS-F shows a slight degradation
because the mediummain budget brings more uncertainty. Although more cost reduction
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can still be achieved by DBRS-S and SDRS, the reduction gain brought about by the
extra budget becomes smaller when a medium main budget is adopted, which reflects
less opportunities for exploitation.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of Greedy Schemes for Medium Main Budget (1000s)
Large Main Budget As shown in Figure 4.17, DBRS-F can nearly achieve the
same cost reduction as DBRS-S and SDRS when the main budget is much larger (2000
seconds in this case). However, this brings a more obvious difference between DBRS-
N and DBRS-F in terms of delivery satisfaction. The extra budget can hardly bring
additional benefit as the directional movement has been exploited by the very large
main budget.
In summary, SDRS is not suitable for situations where the main budget is already
very large. Otherwise the SDRS seems to bring efficiency gains at reasonable cost. To
confirm this hypothesis, the four schemes are further evaluated based on the solutions
obtained from the evolutionary approach.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of Greedy Schemes for Large Main Budget (2000s)
C. Performance Evaluation Based on the Evolutionary Algorithm In this
section, the weighted sum of two objectives is considered as the performance metric. As
shown in Figure 4.10, the limit of the achievable weighted sum can be approximated
by the evolutionary algorithm (i.e. the MOGA implementation as referred to in Sec-
tion 4.3.2.2). From the obtained limit, the four schemes based on the greedy algorithm
are evaluated given different weight values for the two objectives. Based on previous
analysis and discussion, a small main budget (500 seconds in our case) is considered
in these simulations and the extra budget is the control variable. Default settings are
adopted for other factors (η = 0.9, σ = 5, J = 20) and the weight of the cost reduction
is varied from 0 to 1 in 0.1 steps (the weight of the delivery satisfaction can be decided
at the same time as the sum of weights given as 1).
Figure 4.18 shows how the weighted sum varies with the weight value. Referring to
the previous discussion of Figure 4.10, the convex curve obtained from the MOGA reflects
a performance limit of the weighted sum and therefore this MOGA curve is considered
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as the optimum. DBRS-S is far from the optimum when the weight is zero, as it does
not achieve a good delivery satisfaction. However, it improves with increasing weight
and finally outperforms the other three greedy schemes when the weight is one. The
remaining three greedy schemes are near the performance limit when the weight is small.
With increasing weight value, DBRS-N is the first to move away from the optimum.
DBRS-F is closer because the main budget is considered for the cost reduction. SDRS
is closest to the limit as it can exploit more opportunities for cost reduction without
notably influencing the delivery satisfaction.
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Figure 4.18: Evaluation of Weighted Sum over Different Weight Values (When
Main Budget is 500s and Extra Budget is 1000s)
Figure 4.19 further demonstrates the difference from the performance limit (i.e. the
MOGA curve) for the four greedy schemes. This figure shows that when the weight value
is small (less than 0.3 in this case), the greedy schemes generally have good performance
(i.e. a small difference from the optimum) except DBRS-S which considers the second-
level budget boundary and therefore introduces more uncertainty. With increasing weight
to the cost reduction factor (especially when it is larger than 0.7 in this case), relay
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selection based on the greedy algorithm becomes no longer suitable. It is worth noting
that SDRS outperforms both DBRS-F and DBRS-N when the weight value is larger
than 0.3, which confirms that our proposed SDRS scheme can find a better solution
when the delivery efficiency becomes similar or more important relative to the delivery
satisfaction.
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Figure 4.19: Difference of Weighted Sum over Different Weight Values (aver-
aged for extra budget varying from 0s to 3000s in 500s steps
where main budget is 500s)
Figure 4.20 provides another view of how the extra budget affects the difference
from the performance limit. It is shown that neither DBRS-N and DBRS-S yield good
performance when there is an extra budget. With increasing extra budget, the difference
of DBRS-F increases while the difference of SDRS decreases due to awareness of extra
delay budget. In conclusion, the proposed SDRS scheme can exploit the extra budget
and therefore bring better performance.
In summary, simulation results show that relay selection based on several greedy algo-
rithm variants has been shown to achieve near-optimal performance when the delivery
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Figure 4.20: Difference of Weighted Sum over Different Extra Budget Values
(averaged for weight values varying from 0 to 1 in 0.1 steps where
main budget is 500s)
satisfaction is highly desirable. However, the performance of the greedy approach grad-
ually becomes far from optimal with increasing weight given to delivery cost reduction.
For cases where delivery efficiency becomes similarly (or more) important than delivery
reliability, our proposed SDRS scheme is shown to be capable of finding more suitable
solutions, which results in better delivery performance.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, strategic packet forwarding is researched to provide more efficient multi-hop
communication in software-defined wireless networks. The related literature is reviewed
and state-of-the-art dissemination schemes are investigated. A SDMSN system for habi-
tat monitoring is considered as the application scenario. Considering limitations of
existing dissemination schemes, the feasible exploitation of directional movement in path-
unconstrained mobility is investigated and evaluated. Simulation results show that the
proposed scheme outperforms the state-of-the-art because directional correlation of node
movement is used to dynamically exploit the delay budget for the optimal selection of
relay node(s). In other words, the directional movement is exploited for the dissemination
of delay-tolerant information especially under conditions of moderate uncertainty.
Specifically, two kinds of dissemination cases are researched.
• The first case assumes that every delivery is independent and one relay node is
selected for each target node. The research focus of this case is to identify the
relay node with the least possible forwarding hops given enough confidence of sub-
sequent contact with the target node. A fuzzy path model is therefore proposed for
movement prediction by considering SDTA (i.e. the directional correlation). For
the simulation scenario given in this thesis, a conclusion can be drawn that mobil-
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ity with an SDTA value of 30 degrees or lower (i.e. relatively strong directional
correlation) can be exploited to improve the efficiency of delay-tolerant dissemina-
tion given a certainty threshold value larger than 0.8 (i.e. allowing for moderate
uncertainty).
• The second case assumes that a relay can be shared by a (sub)group of target
nodes. This research case focuses on finding optimised relay(s) to reduce overall
forwarding while retaining sufficient satisfaction of group delivery. Algorithms are
therefore proposed for group relay selection where an extra budget of delivery delay
is considered to reflect more flexible delay tolerance. When the delivery efficiency
is similarly (or more) important relative to the delivery satisfaction, given a small
value for the main delay budget, the greedy scheme with an awareness of the
extra budget is proven to provide more appropriate node selection than the scheme
without such awareness, especially with increasing values of extra budget.
In summary, research issues are addressed in both cases for the scenario where mobile
nodes move with directional correlation (i.e. animals in a habitat monitoring system as
is the example scenario within this thesis).
Note that this research provides an analytical framework at a simplified fundamental
level, which can be extended to more realistic scenarios. Although real-life animals may
sometimes move faster/slower (or just stop), they tend to move constantly when there
is a certain purpose in mind (e.g. travelling to a point of interest). This research is
therefore focused on exploiting such tendencies of directional movement over a certain
period. Based on the modelling of directional correlation, general patterns of mobility
can be reflected (e.g. a purposeful movement can lead to faster displacement than
wanderings), even if fluctuations in movement speed are not considered in our mobility
model for the sake of simplicity. With a range of different delay budgets (up to tens of
minutes), a specific scenario with walking-speed mobility is investigated in the thesis,
which indicates that the exploitation of directional movement can potentially facilitate
information dissemination given possible delay tolerance.
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Further research can be conducted from following aspects:
• More advanced dissemination strategy could be researched on the basis of hybrid
mobility; for example, a scenario involving mobile relay nodes and/or stationary
destinations. Particularly for group delivery, new algorithms and mechanisms are
required to determine suitable relay nodes and prevent message duplication.
• More factors could be considered to better reflect realistic network conditions such
as transmission delay, contact time, residual energy and storage demands. Con-
sidering differentiated traffic delivery requirements leads to more complex problem
optimisation, which remains unsolved.
• Various mobility information can be taken into consideration, including spatial,
temporal, and social constraints and relationships. The “freshness” and accuracy
of mobility data can be further studied, along with how this information can be
effectively passed to the decision-making process in a timely manner.
• More analysis on real movement traces is required to select and quantify appropri-
ate parameters in the mobility model for more realistic characterisation of animal
movements and so forth; for example, the estimation of directional deviation based
on recent or historical information.
• Wider use-cases involving path-unconstrained mobility can benefit from this research.
For example, the analysis of directional movement can contribute to the devel-
opment of autonomous underwater/aerial vehicle and robot tracking, especially
considering tasks like random searching and target following.
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